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The
Soviet
invasion
of
Afghanistan was the main topic
addressed by Senator Frank
Church yesterday at 10:30 when
he spoke to Boise State students
at the Special EVents Center.
Almost 400 attended the speech
which was sponsored by the
International l-oners Society In
Economics ..
"I do not regard Afghanistan as
a place for the United States to go
to war with the Soviet Union," said
Church, "It would be almost
impossible for us to force the
Russians out of Afghanistan, just
as it would be impossible for the
Soviet Union to force us out of
rvexico, if we foolishly invaded."
Church does not think the
aggression should be accepted
without reprisal.
He compared
any appeasement of the Russians
with appeasement of Hitler before
V\brld War II. "Appeasement if
not a deterent of war, but an
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"Geller effects"

Students respond
to the roving reporter's
questions.
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invitation to it," said Church.
mal NATO" would be the only
EVen though Idaho is a wheat
means to stop Soviet expansionism in the Mddle Eas,t, he
exporting state, Church supports
Carter's wheat embargo of the
said.
The United States could use
Soviet Union, as well as other
primarily naval and air forces, but
sanctions SUCh.as the halt of
ground troops would have to be
technological exchanges.
He
supplied by China, Pakistan, or
supports Carter in a boycott of the
other nations. Church added he
1980 Olympics and hopes other
does not believe we will go to war
major powers will follow suit.
TheSoviet Union has Invested , in East Asia, and believes the
restraint shown by Garter is the,
$3 million
the Olympics, according to Church, and they would
only policy that will work.
Church said he prefers a volun- .
have a hard time explaining to
tary military, and opposed the
their citizens why most countries
weren't showing up. "This may
renistatement of a peace-time
not mean the Soviet Union will
draft and particularly the drafting
pull outof Afghanistan, but it will
of women.
mean they will pay a price they
DJring the question-and answer
had not expected," said Church,
period, Church said his ultimate
goal is the restriction of ''this mad
"and I hope these measures will
nuclear arms race". "I hope your
halt the Russians from moving
generation is not condemned to
further. "
another cold war. I do not relish
Congress would probably supthai view as some other politiport Carter in a U.S. military
cians do", he said.
intervention into the East Asia if a
Church recieved a standing
collective effort was made by
ovation following his presentamany nations against Soviet aggression, said Church. An "infortion.
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Pressures High

Hea Coach "Connin r Resigns
by Bud Humphrey
Arbiter Staff
,

.

Pressure, said Bus Connor, Is
the main reason he has resigned
his
post
as Boise
State
University's'
head basketball
coach, effective the end of the
present season.
"EVeryjob has a certain amount
of 'pressures and problems," he
said, "out coaching a basketball
team, you have to put the players
on public display constantly."
Connor said the pressure to win,
in a situation as adverse as this
season has turned out, Impeded
not only his own affairs, but the
development of the players as
well.
Connor's seven-year-plus career
at Boise State began, In 1972,
when
then
coach I Murray
Satterfield
resigned' in rnldseason. Three years later,. in the
1975-76 season, Connor coached
a first-place Big Sky team that
won the -conference, toumament
and ' gained COnnor the league's
Coach of the Year aWard. A
sophomore on that team was his,
son, Steve, who was picked as the
outstanding guard In the Big Sky

In 1977-78 and went on to play
At the same rate of winning and
the Utah Pros minor league team,
losing, he sald, it was not liI~ely
Since that championship, how- 'that he would have resigned a
ever: the Bronco teams have.failed coaching job in a less visible sport
to gain even a winning overall such as tennis, which Connor
record. I-bwever, Connor. does coached until 1973. "The win-loss
not apologize.
"Wa didn't win factor Is not as great in the public
every game, but we stili have had eye, though it is just as important
some solid teams. There have to a tennis player. In basketball
been some handicaps; of course,
we're caught up In this competeI'm looking forward to seeing the tlve position" with nationwide
new facility," he said, referring to attention on the sport.
the proposed
multi-purpose
"Coaching basketball," mused
pavilion proposed forconstructlon
Connor, "is like a rainbow; you
later this year.
look out and see It In the sky, and
But the pressures inherent In when you win it's bright, when
the job, and accumulated over the
you lose, It dims out. And there's
years, were what made him decide no pot of gold at the end,
to leavethe post. "Some pressure usually."
is self-Imposed by coaches ...
Athletic director Lyle Smith
trying to satisfy everyone-the
announced that a .natlonwlde
team, the fans." He also men- talent search for a replacement for
tioned pressures' to win from
Connor's job has already begun.
"individuals outside the program
"Bus has been a very dedicated
who exert their so-called powers."
coach and has given us many
, The game over a week ago thrilling basketball games. He
against Athletes In Action put the
has brought some very •talented
pressure to win In sharp contrast.
basketball
players
to
our
"For once, It was a basketball
program. "
game,'not a must situation. There
Connor acknowledged working
was a small crowd, of course, but with the players gave him much of
they were enthustasuo.
Every- the satls faction In his lob. "I look
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 4
body likes to see that"

Senator Frank Church discusses
U.S. political
policy in
Afghanistan with an attentive crowd of 400 Boise State Students.
Phoio by
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Boise-last Thursday the Idaho went on to reiterate his feeling
l-ouse of Representatives .de- that the state should continue to
feated,' by a vote of 32-36; a ,support education.
Cariyon County Representative
resolution
that would
have
allowed Idaho colleges and unlver- . COrothy Reynolds, who was on
the Education committee that
sities to charge in-state tuition.
The vote against the measure , introduced the resolution, stated
that the measure was a way of
came on the heals .ot some forty
giving the people a chance to vote
minutes of Intense debate over the
on the entire issue of in-state
proposed constitutional amend.
tuition ..
ment.
'.
Representative Roger Guernsey . 'Others who supported the move '
to
in-state
tuition
were
, of Boise stated that the lmposlRepresentatives T. W Stivers of
tion of in-state tuition threated to
Twin
Falls
and
Kenneth
, " ... to squeeze the 'mlddll~ class
Stephenson of Canyon County. •
out of the university system." .
. Before being transmitted to.the
Caldwell Representative'StS'ye
Senate, the measure would have
SCanlin noted that the memorial
was a "...classlc example of had to have gotten two-thirds of
robbing Peter to pay Paul... " and the seventy wtes In the House.
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Sports

Were you a member
of Pi Sigma
Sigma
fraternity
at
Boise
State
Co llc g e ? Are you a TKE?
The DSU Tau Kappa
Epsilons
are
looking for you ro join them in a ten
year anniversary
celebration
and a
Founder's
Day banquet
May 2-3.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Sociology's
Link to Mysticism"
will be discussed
by A. Robert Corbin
at rhe Feb. 13 "Brown
B:rg" forum at
noon in the Clearwater
Room of the
Student Union Building.
The public is
invited to arrend the meeting
free of
charge.
'
, Corbin
has
taught.
ill the BSU
Sociology
Department
for 12 years.
He
holds
master's
degrees
in
sociology
and
religion
from
the
universities
of Washington
and
Denver.

Shawn deLbyola, Editor
Entertainment

and Calendar

[Jon Barclay, Editor '
fllary Lou Vigil, Associate
Photos

Berne Jackson, Chief
filar)' Jane Oresik, Lab technician
Copy Layout

Driscoll Hall is sponsoring
another
Dating Game on February
26 at 7:30
p.m. in the Student
Union Building
Ball Room.
This
one will be a
campus-wide
function.
with. alot of
entertainment
and great
prizes.
including
a trip to Las Vegas.
Sign-up
sheets
will be at all residence
hall
desks.
Admission
will be 'just' $.50
and an aluminum
can.
Plan now to
attend.
The deadline
for signing-up
will be Feb. 21st.

One half of the art" department
members
of Boise State
University
will present their work in a three week
exhibirion
at the University
Gallery,
Feb. 18 - March
13.
An opening reception
honoring
the
faculty members
will be held on Feb.
18 at 7'p.m.
at the University
Gallery
in the Liberal Arts Building.
Exhibitors
include
James
Blankenship,
Betty
Culley.
Gaye
Hoopes.
' John
Tay e ,
Cheryl
Thompson.
and Tarrno Watia.
They
will show their work in oil and acrylic
painting,
watercolor.
printmaking;
drawing.
photography
enameling
and
fiber.
Gallery hours are weekdays
a.m, to 4:30 p.m,
Admission

The Office of Student
Rcs idenrial
Life is' accepriug
applications
for
Resident
Advisors
for the 1980·81
academic
year. Resi'dent Advisors are
students
who live in the res idence
halls and help maximize
the res idential experience
for the members
of
those halls ..
If you arc interested
in the program.
like people.
hard
work and enjoy
helping others.
apply at the Offic co f
Student
Residential
Life. Room 110,
Administration
Building.
Th~ dead.line is March 10,'1980.

vrrA
- Volunteer
-Incorne
Tax
Assistance
will have people in the Ada
Lounge of the SUB to help with your
taxes free of charge.
Hours are Wed.
3:00 to 8:30 p.m. and Sat. 10:00 to
3:30 p.m.
They will continue
this
service
every
Wed.
and Sat. until
April

15th.

The Vista Lions Club will have a
table set up in the lobby of the. SUB on
Friday.
February
22 for Eye Donor
:ign.up.

from 9
is free.

The National Poetry Press is having
a College poetry review.
Manuscripts
must be submitted
by February
15th
for consideration
and you 'must be a
college student.
There is no limitation
to form or theme.
Shorter works are
preferred.
Type' or print each poem
on a separate
sheet. and include naine
and home address
and the college
address
as well. Manuscripts
should
be sent to the Office of the Press at
National
Poetry
Press,
Box' 218.
Agoura.

I

CA 91301.

Nursing
Career
Night
for those
interested
in" becoming
registered
nurses
will be held in the science
Education
Bldg.
in
room
153.
February
21 at 7:30.
Plan to attend.

"TRAVEL

A financial
aid information
session
for BSU' faculty
and staff will be
conducted
Feb. 19 at 3 p.m. in the
Senate
Chambers
of the
Student
Union Building,
The training program is designed
to
help student
advisors
provide
information
to
students
about
what
financial
aid is available
to them and
how to apply for it.

The BSU Travel Club is scheduling
a trip to Seattle during Spring break.
Make your plans now to be a part of
the group enjoying
this city and its
many cultural events.
Contact Brenda
Freeman
at 385-1242
for
more
information.

SPEAKERS

Student
Residential
Life announces
that there are several vacancies in the
residence
halls for men and women
during
the'
Spring
Semester.
Available
space is limited
to double
room occupancy
in the Towers
and
Chaffee Hall. If you want reasonable
room and board
costs and convenience to your classes. just StOP by the
Office of Student
Residential
Life.
Room
110 in the
Administration·
Building.
or call 385-3986.

A two day seminar
"Understanding
Asia: Culture
and Change
in Modern
Japan and China"
designed
to inform
the public about the cultures
of Japan
and China, will be held at BSU Feb.
15·16.
Both graduate
and upper
division BSU credit will be offered for
the
workshop.
For
registration
information.
contact
the office
of
Continuing
Education.
385-3293.

Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
Connie Rasco
Shelly MJore
Rose Long
Kelly Reynolds
Ad Layout

Rhonda Boothe, Chief
Dan Kolsky
Laurie MJore
The University Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions and advertising are soticited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB.
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
MJnday through Friday.
385-1464.
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Uri Geller was born in Israel on December 20, 1946 and first became aware of
his powers when be was four years old. One day ashe was, eating soup the
spoon curled up in his hand with no physical pressure. He told no' one about it
except for his parents who were quite shocked.
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by Om Gallagher
Arbiter Staff
There is a special group of
people iiving in the United States
today. They are the veterans of
the armed forces. This is not to
say veterans are any different then
the average American. But it is a
fact that veterans especially those
of the Vietnam era, have experienced unique situations. There
are a number of organizations in
the Boise area designed to help
the veteran' recieve his benefits
and provide support for any num- .
berof problems that might arise.
Robert Garrecht is head of the
Veteran's Affairs program on. the
Boise State campus .. His office is
located in the" Student Advi~ory
and Special Services, room 114 in
the Administration
Building:
Garrecht started work at BSU in
1973, and is a Vietnam veteran.
The Veteran's Affairs is funded by
HEW and helps veterans and their
dependents recievetheir benefits.
Garrecht points out the educational aspect of the program, also.
Tutorial services and peercounsellng are available for veterans.
One big difference that sets the
Vietnam War from others our
.country has entered into is the
lack of funds available to the
veteran said Garrecht. AfterVlbrld
War II, Gl's were paid monthly
subsistence allowances, plus
books and tuition in any university
in the country.
Today, with
inflation, they are recieving less
than the 1940's. Since 1966,65-70
percent of the vets have used the

j ..
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felt nobody wanted to listen to
. GI bill toward an education, but
them. People sat down to dinner
only 35-40 percent have gained a
and watched Vietnam for an hour,
degree, partly because of low
and then tumed it off." In regards
funding..to the new rap groups, he said,
Garrecht is involved in other
"They should have started a long
veteran's groups in the country.
One of them is the National ·timeago."
Another agency designed to
Association
of
Concerned
help is the Vietnam Veteran's'
Veterans (NACVI). In 1973, this
Outreach Team.
They,Phavea
group was forced to impound
"storefront" office at 103 \ll.est
funds from the Nixon AdministraState. Dan Kroy; Linda Stevens,
tion for education. They have also
John tvb Kay, and Mke Dmcan
brought the "Agent Orange" concomprise the staff. They are quick
troversy into the open. "Agent
to say "that they are Vietnam
Orange is wild stuff,"
said
veterans helping other vets. They
Garrecht. From 1961-75, Agent
attempt to provide a "buffer" for
Orange (24-D.dioxin) was used to
dfoliate
perhaps a third of
Vietnam. Countless numbers of
Americans and Vietnamese· were
exposed to it through air drops.
All types of physical ailments are
cropping up from its use, ranging
from kidney failure to genetic
problems. A special doctor was
appointed
to the Veteran's
I-bspital for Agent Orange sympby Mchelle Hartell
toms, but this is an exception
Associate Editor
rather than the rule in the U.S.,
according to Garrecht.
Leaders of the Associated
Peer counseling teams haVe Students of Boise State University
been set up through the Veteran's
(~BSU), Vice President Darrell
Gustaveson and Treasurer Vicki
Affairs. D3layed stress pattems
Childs are forming an Activities
similar to the "shell-shock" of
Council which will concem all
prior wars have effected many
vets. Because of rapid rnoblllzaBSU organizations.
The next meeting scheduled for
tion and questionable strategy in
February 25 will deal with informathe conflict, many soldiers felt a
lack of identity and stability. They tion and orientation on the formation of the new council.
retumed to a country ashamed of
Vice President Gustavenson
its action and unwilling to thank
them for their sacrifices. Garrecht sees the council as "A clearing
house for information, tips and
said, "Once they came back they

the veteran between all the city
and state programs. One problem
in dealing with the government is
fighting the red tape. According
to Kroy, benefits are wasted
because going after them is so
time consuming and impersonal.
"A lot of people don't know the
rules, so they can't play the game.
VIJ:J give them the basic rules to
play," said Kroy.
The Outreach Team takes referrals for peer counsell ng from other
programs. 53,000 Americans died
during the Vietnam Wir.
Since'
then, 54,000 veterans of the war
have died from violent deaths.

suicides, or drug over-dose. The.
median age in the war was 19.2,
including the officers.
Now
experts are finding people in their
late teens are undergoing serious
questioning of identity and place
in society.
By molding these
young adults into warriors, the
armed forces created problems
that are still present today. The
Outreach Team trys to help the
veteran (aFldhis family) feel their
experiences were not unique and
the community is backing them.
"You don't just 'figtit a war and
walk away from it," said Linda
Stevens, ''Wa:re all here to help."

un
tiviti s
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if an organization still wished to
advise on how to become a more
be recognized by ASBSU.
effective organization and how the
Treasurer Vicki Childs said,
~BSUcan help. For instance, it
is budget time for student gqvem- . "The Activities Council will promote communication and cooperments; if an organization would
ation between all BSU organizalike to be funded next year, now is
tions. "
the time to submit a budget
Childs hopes many orpalnzarequest."
tions will be able to combine
The next meeting will be
efforts and produce bigger and
February 25, 3:00 p.rn, in the
better campus-student activities.
Senate Chambers, located on the
rv'eureen O'Keeffe, a BSU stu2nd floor of the Student Union
dent, came up with the idea which
Building. Any member from any
had been a great benefit to her
of the BSU organizations are
high school. ASBSU leaders hope
encouraged to attend.
this will be an effective devise .
ASBSU is making it mandatory
here on the BSU campus.
to belong to the Activities Council

~
.. ..
'

All cross-country skis and many
accessories including Knickers
and Gore- Tex .

MARKED DOWN-
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~~ 34:';B~~;}
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TWORKS
.
515 Main, Boise
344-3821

Art. Supply

neHanis

IDAHO'S LAD\GEST
DEALEI\
featuring Major Brands>:
Grumbacher
Winsor Newton

'.

Crescent Cardboard
.. Koh-i-Noor

Permanent Pigments
F .,Weber

Strathmore
Chart Pok

Sculpture House
"Bienfang

liql,Jitex
Be'~ Paper

Speedball

Pickett

X-Acto

U 10 no

Testrite.
Ebert'tard Faber
Drarch.~s

A·W-Faber
. Pentolic
Osmiroid

820 W. Jefferson 345-2564

Mon-sat 9~'5:30

~
by Pe\orSdooIt·
•• SpocIIlI E... tsc.nt"
.
Bolte's ownp1anlat .. traordlrw' .... &ong with basslat.'larry
Boyd, doing lholrown Intimate thing from "DIll
Evans 10 Ramsay Low13," Gene', talonts ern heard on thO Blue Note laboland ho h.U backed such ortlsts as Lou
Rawls and NancyWllson.

Thursday

8:15pm

"Alto Madness"
SponIOf1llI

by BSUI'nlgnImlBoonl. SUBBallroom
Rlchlo's latest elbum, "'Keepor of the Flamo," coect four on theMUM labell, harckwlnglng,
fl«y bo-bop In tho
brllllanl.tr3dltlotl
of uxophonl~l'
Charlie Parker Bod Phil WOOds. Young Cole. olong wllh his low auptrb
aldomon. h~ enllvcnod jazz f~llvals from Newpon to The Monterey. He Is etec hewd on tho I~a!t MnnhAllnn
Trtvlsfor album.
'

Friday
4:00pm

Friday
8:15pm

Sponsored

intet

by B50 M""" llopor1monl, SpocIIlI E.....
Conter
A new IlYe-pIeee fusiOn group exemplllyl~
the best In ~
music. Fronted by saxophonist MlchMl Bard,
formerly with Matr!. and Sian Kenton, the group Indudes two other Kenton alums. Fred Simon on keybOafd51
synthesizer and Gary Hobbs on drums. Bassl,t Kelly Sill Md 'guIU.. I,t Oll'lld Onderdonk ably round out
the group to creale a whOlo now Jl'1ZZ ltOund.

P

,

. S~by8SU""9lml_.SUBIlofIroom

ssYno
.

.'

Paulislheglfled
ITUIU~trurnemallll
and composer \liho$e oboe, f1ut", bass: clarinet and English
contrlbUto 50 much variety and color 100nJg0n. one 01 tho most respected
groups In conlomporary
Having Just rnleasad hIs solo debut album, "All the YomIn;s Brlng," onEJektralAlylum
II fealu",s
~~=I:r=~~~~~UOIS,
~th at whom~
on theECMlaooJ.
llll, *XQulsUe trio

U

Y.21

For More Wormatian CaI!i-385-1771 or 385-1448

hom
musIc.
pIanIst, An
Is adding

'80'

Tkkets available: BSUSUBInfo. Booth. BSU Music Depprtment, Muskworks and Budget Topes & Records.
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Associate Editor
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("The Student Programs Board
is responding more this year to
BSU students' needs than it has in
the past." The following investigative article is in response to this
statement made to an Arbiter staff
member.)
Each year the Student Programs
Board (SPB) is allocated a certain
part of the Associated Students of
Boise State U1iversity (ASBSU)
budget. In 1976-77 SPB reCeived
approximately
32%
of the
$200,000 budget, '($64,349).
In
1977-78 SPBhad 21 % of $200,000
($42,370), in 1978-79 17% of
$200,300 ($35,250) and in 1979-80
22% of $216,500 ($46,900).
Films, concerts, and lectures,
plus special events such as homecoming, are the traditional programs SPB presents. In 1976-77
the SPB provided broader coverage by adding coffeehouses to the
traditional program areas. These
areas were maintained through
1977-78, and in 1978-79 the films
were broadened into five special
interest areas which included
popular, international, classical,
original versions and film festivals. This- year, however, there is
only one catagory of films, plus a
catagory for concerts, one for
lectures and one covering special
events.
Concerts have ranged in numbers from 15 in 1976-77 to 4 in
1979-80. 1976-77 brought a great
variety of music to campus in both
concerts
and coffeehouses.

!.

Charlie tlffiguire, a campus favorite, along with groups like
Corky Siegel and Roto/Mssion
Ivbuntain WJodband, Bob Hardy
and MJffie Blakley were attended
. ,by many students. In 1977-78 SPB
- held ten concerts,
including
Mlynard Ferguson and his jazz
band, VIaIt V\agner, a concert
pianist and 'That's not funny
that's sick," National Lampoon's
traveling band. 1978-79 brought a
unique concert event to campus.
The Battle of the Bands consisted
of nine bands performing at the
same event. Other music groups
featured durinq the year were Live
Wre Choir, Jack Otterness and
the Not Yet Famous Band and
Buddy Rich.
This year, the SPBbudgeted the
largest percentage of their funds'
to concerts (Compared to the last
four years), yet presented the
smallest
number of concert
events. Approximately 34% of the
$46,900 ($15,900) was appropriated for 4 concerts.
Films sponsored by the SPB
have declined in both categories
and numbers during the last 4
years.' Approximately 65 films
were shown in 1976-77: pop films
such as "The Great 'IIklldo
Pepper," "Hello Dolly," - and
''Tommy''; and foreign films such
as 'The Story of Mele H.," 'The
Illusion Travels by Streetcar," and
''Cries and \I\t1ispers."
Films presented under pop,
foreign and classical titles numbered approximately
80 in
1977-78. "D". Zhivago," "Jesus
Christ Superstar," 'The Mlgic

'Flute" and ''V'I.estSide Story" are
an overview of the variety. 40
films made up the series of pop,
foreign, classical, original version
and film Iestlval cataqortes in
1978-79.
"Turning
Point,"
"Mrifl," "Romeo and Juliet," "A
Star is Born" and Godfather I and
II" are a 'sample of what the
students had an opportunity to
see.
.
The 1979:-80budget provided for
only one cataqory of films, The
SPB was unwilling to provide a list
of films. shown for this year but

their policy has been to show one
per week. From observation only
two foreign films and one pop
classic have been shown aside
from the many pop films.
The trend from lectures over the
past four years have been from
off-campus
people such as
comedian David Steinberg; actress Joan Fontaine and mentalist
Uri Geller were guest speaker at
BSU.
1977-78 the Amazing
Kreskin,
Steve N'artin and
\i\atergate's John Dean II presen-

CONTINUED
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up at the pictures on the wall, and
I realize we've had some great
kids. 1\18 been able to coach my
own son; I've seen some grow
with the program."
The way players haveconducted
thernselves on court and outside
of basketball games is also encouraging, he said. 'That's part
of a basketball program too," he
commented.
On the winning side, though, he
mentioned that, the Broncos still
have an "outside" chance to enter
the conference playoffs and gain
the Big Sky title. "Even if we're
not in the playoffs, we're going to
make the players believe in themselves."
Connor is keeping his options
open as far as what to do after this
season is over. "Right now I can
stay in the (Physical Education)
department.
I've been here

and I have tenure in the
faculty. I feelover the years I've
become a good teacher, and I'd
enjoy staying at Boise State."
However, he concedes. a
coaching job elsewhere could be
gotten. "Ive. made friends in the
area of sports.
. Right now,
though, I needed a couple of
months to sit back and see what's
going on around me. Sometimes
you get so involved in this kind of
job ....
"I've had a good shot at doing
what I like to do best, I'll try to
approach (a future job) with the
same attitude as I approached
this-to go at it a hundred percent,
to live and die with it."
Connorconcluded, "I only yield
to one thing-that's
my own
conscience. I try to weigh things
and put it in perspective. I feel I
made the decision I made because
it was right."
awhile,

~ ~f1\
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NEW Tues.
Mon. 8:00 to 7:00
8:00 to 5:00
Wed.
8:00
to 7:00
HOURS

I

merged keycodes. Editing keys
and full range of conditional
keys.
8 user memories.
FOR BUSINESS/FINANCE.
The HP-37EBusiness Management. $75:" Figures PV, PMT, FV
simultaneously.
Amortizations
.
schedules, %. discounts. mark-ups.
statistics-e plus "cash flow sign
convention"
to let you solve problems simply. 5 financial and 7
user memories.

Th.ur. 8:00 to 5:00
,FriO' 8:00 to 5:00.
Sat. 10:00 to 3:00

"Suggested retail price excluding applicable stare and
local taxes-Continental
U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.

.j

Billie Jean King,Hank Aaron and
this spring Senator Wlliam
Proxmire will be speaking.
Here at Boise State University,
the SPB Is allocated approximately $5.00 from each full time
students fees.

Conner Resigns-· --...,..-------

T.'
Last year HP Introduced
Series E.
Five
precision calculating instruments for science and business.
Designed witha new level
of accuracy. With larger and
brighter displays-and
commas to separate thousands
for instant readability.
Plus built-in diagnostic systems that tell you when
you've performed an incorrect
operation. and why it was incorrect.
And Series E is "human engineered" for usability:
low battery
warning
light; rechargeable
batteries. positive click keys; impact
resistant cases.
• FOR SCIENCE/ENGINEERING.
The HP:31E-Scientific.
550.'"
Trigonometric,
exponential and
math. Metric conversions.
Fixed/
scientific display modes. Decimal
degree conversions.
4 addressable
memories.
The HP-32E-Advanced
Scientific with Statistics.
570; All the
HP-31E is and more. More math
and metrics. Plus hyperbolics
and
statistics. ENG. SCI and FIX
display modes. 15 addressable
memories.
The HP-33EProgrammable
Scientific.'
590.* 49 lines of fully-

ted students with a variety of
subjects. The last two years SPB
has found on-eampus talent in
conjunction with the Faculty
Wves and WJmen'. At least half
of the SPB lectures have been
presented by BSU faculty. Other
off-eampus speakers ..have been

Bus Connor, B3U's basketball
coach for over seven years,
snnounced last Friday that he
would leave the job at the end of
the current season.

*

The HP-38E-Advanced
Financial. S120~ Hewlett"
Packard's first financial programmable has more power
than any other of its type. No.
previous programming
experience necessary. Can figure
IRR and NPV for up to 1980
cash flows in 20 groups.
HEWLETT-PACKARD
IS WITHOUT
EQUAL.
;
Logic Systems. All Series E
calculators offer RPN logic exclusively. It's the logic system that
lets you solve lengthy problems with
ease and consistency.
Documentation.
A complete documentation is designed for Series
E calculators: Introductory Booklets;
Owners' Handbooks and Applications Books to give you fast. easy
solutions to your everyday problems.
In quality. Plus HewlettPackard quality, dependability
and
reliability
are engineered into
every Series E calculator.
EXCELLENCE
AT AN
AFFORDABLE
PRICE.
Come in today and see for
yourself that the price of excellence
is now quite affordable.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

E
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QUESTION:

r

The Associated Students of
Boise State University [ASBSU)
constitution sets up the Student
Programs Board to be responsible
for: social and cultural ectivule:
for all BSU students. Approximately $2 of your student fees go
towards cempcs activities such as
films, concerts, lectures and
special events such as home-'
coming. Inyour opinion, how well
does the Programs Board cover
the varied i~terests on cemous>,

What Do the Stude'nts Thin'k'
of the Programs Board?
M". Tom Trusky of the 'English
D:Jpartment: ''W1at happened to
the Foreign films? They don't
offer a complete series such as 3
or 4 a month."

by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor
Photos by
Beme Jackson

~'

~'
s

:~

- Scott Beaver: "I think the Programs Board covers most of the
outside interests, maybe there
could be more money put Into
music with some jazz groups or
new rock groups.
Films are
covered really well."

Bob Stroud: "I think they could do

Bev Nichols: "No I don't feel the
Programs Board benefits all students. IVbvies should be different
than those shown in the theaters.
Lectures are great.
Concerts
could use more variety such as
jazz. PUblicity around school has
not gotten to all students."

a lot more, but sometimes they do

Beth Somerton" Young:
"They
satisfy my interest. Thls year they
have had more films, more often.
Concerts have been really good, if
anything they could have more.
It's really an improvement over
past years."

a good job. Half of the time they
Linda Aim: "Things need to be
don't show up for movies. I don't
better advertised.
I live off
attend lectures due to poor adverDiane Fairchild: "The Programs campus and I don't find out about
tising. If they advertised farther
Board does a pretty good job.
~ the activities because I'm not
ahead of time it would be T"QOre
They cover a variety of interests."
really active at school."
effective."

g

() Paraphernalia
G

Bongs

@B\OQChCUpS

Telephone Bong
Toilet Bong .
Beer Mug Bong

~Ston.s~
~StQshboxes
e Assorrtead pipets

Bong of the Month
"Glass BOhg"
Reg. $9:95
Now. $5.95

OPEN~
MON-YHUR. -

10-9
IF,.I 6 SA.T
10-10
SUN i 1-1

e

Tapestries
reg. $12.95
Now. $9.95

e 15 .Bongs
at 50% off
This Month Only

(f\ed Eye Hut
229 So. 10th
iOth (, Front; Boise

V

~·SiiU(Tapestries
with Rock Stars

(Old "Forest Innocent") Right around
the corner from theuGastollon:'

e

Mushroom Kits

t••-

,including the
"Baby Bottle" pipe

Head mQ9Q~in.s
tI> i\esin pictures,
~Kama Sutta body
ells 6' Cf.m~s

€)

<9

Send 'candlcts

~Inc.ns.
~Impofts

~in9s 6 Necklaces
~.AbQlonebfQCel~ts.

€)

j
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Critiqu~ngthe Critics
After nearly two months of publicly wo~lng toward establi~hlng
themselves on the BSU campus, Idaho Public Research Interest
Group (PIRG) is meeting with what appears to be organized
opposition. The sense of organization comes from 1.) atleast 3/4 of
the letters .received .to date have come from non-student,
non-university personnel, and 2)the letters attack the same two
points in the same order; l.e., the method of funding for PIRG and
Ralph Nader, and 3)the language used Is inflammatory and full of
vague accusation; i.e., "go after them," "cons," "subterfuge,"
"menace," "trickery," "power scheme."
Now why are off-campus people suddenly so interested in BSU
student affairs? If it's truly because these people are concemed
about fees (or taxes) imposed on BSU students against .thelr will or
interests or without recourse, where were they when last year's $40
per semester fee increase hit students who opposed being charged, a
fee levied as well against students who would be graduated and long
gone before ground could be broken for the Pavilion, a building
proposed by the administration and pushed by the BAA to the tune of
now $5 million. There are no provisions for students to be refunded
as much as one penny of this fee, yet no off-campus voice rose In
opposition.
If the concem is not funding, what could It be? This pretense for
students' financial affairs, could it be a screen to cover concem for
another matter? Are students to be exploited to serve the interests of
others?
As earlier noted, a common thread of attack on Ralph Nader runs
through all of the letters. And the reasons Nader is so attacked are
because he is "openly ofter" or is "harrasslnq'' corporations and big
business. The charges against Nader also include "lobbying" and
"litigation" to promote "big government causes." These charges are
vague, saying nothing while inferring misbehavior, and are
outrageous in that they pretend to big business' being innately good
so that, left to its own impulses, big business will do what's best for
all.
These pretenses are not quite true, however, as big business'
political .action committees in 1977-78 spent $17.7 millions on
congressional races alone, working to insure the "right" candidates
were elected by the people. And, the Consumer Union estimate that
consumer lobbying equaled only .3 percent of business advocacy
resources spent in 1979 ($3 million \'5. $1 billion), makes it difficult
to see big business as doing other than what's best for big business,
especially when corporate profits continue to climb while Inflation
erodes the life style of the average American.
The third identifying feature of the received anti-PII=;tGmail lies In
the violent,·accuslng language. "An important secret to successful
warfare," wrote a Greek general of ancient times, "lies In blinding
your opponent to your true motives through the rousing of his
emotions by the use of vile language and foul terms. Enraged, he
can then be easily dispatched." The waming to readers and hearers
of such language is that care must be taken to unearth rrotlves
which, though deeply hidden, may be deadly.
The point to be made does not lie in the opposition to PIRG.. Nor
does the point lie in any opposition to RalphNader, nor in opposition
.to the concems of business. The point lies in the basic American
right of freedom of choice. This freedom only exlsts, however, when
the truth stands revealed, being no longer hidden behind a
smoke-screen of false concern or of harsh rhetoric or of vague
charges. 'In the matter of PIRG, student organizers have acted with
honesty and openness, stating publicly their purposes and means of
funding from the beginning.
Any opposed should conduct
themselves In a like manner.
ST

~

I Get BackUp-c8:Jitor, the Arbiter:
It was on Jan. 30, 1980 at BSU.
After the first class I was going to
see my counselor, tv'argareta.
After I got Into the building I
slipped and fell and hit my head
on the floor. A couple people saw
me, came over to me, 'said, "Just
take it easy you will be all-right." I.
heard someone say, "I will go get
the doctor." I tried to get up to tell
them I am all-right and I don't
need a doctor but they didn't
understand what I was trying to
do. After a little whne .two boys
came and picked me up. Each one
took an' arm, carried me to the
doctor's car and took me to his
office, put me on a bed and
checked me over. He said, ''You
are all-right except for your head.
I think we better put some ice over
it. "Wlile the nurse got some ice,
I said to myself, "HELP!! Let me
. out of here!!!" Wlen the nurse
came back she said, ''The doctor
needs to call your mom."
I said, ~'Idon't need my mom. I
am on my own. Can I go now?"
She said, "I will have to ask the
doctor." And so, she came back
in a minute and said, "Ok you may
go now." She helped me with
everylhing,_and I was on my way
to the second class,
It's sure nice of most people at
BSU to care about handicapped
people, but I want you to remember this; Wlen I fall it never
hurts me, but some times it does,
and the fact is I always fall but I
gel back up again.
I would like to tell you a little
about myself. I've got Cerebral
Palsy (if you don't-know what that
is, I am sure you would find it in a
dictionary).
I love the Mlitary
services, that is part of my
hobbies.
I also ride a three
wheeler motorcycle and a three
wheeler bike I live with my real
family, in Nampa, Idaho.
fv'ercry S. Wlrd

NuclearPowerEditor, the Arbiter.
The mention of Nuclear Power
and IN~ waste seems to send
fear through the public as the
greatest catastrophe that could
appen to the wor1d. The fears,

t
There has been some confusion
during the last few months conceming the activities and waste
storagel disposal practices at the
Idaho National Engineering laboratory (INB.), Idaho. The follOWing
information should clear up many
of the questions.
. INB. was established In 1949 as
the National Reac',or Testing
Station.
Covering 894 square
miles,lt lies In a very geological!\"
unstable location abovethe Sr....l~tl
River Aquifer.
''This water Is
supplied," the Atomic Energy'
Commission states, ''from Birch
Creek and from'the Big and Little
Lost Rivers, which start in the
mountains to the f10rth and disappear into the porous soils of the
NRTS area." These porous soils
pose serious problems to waste
disposal.
INB. basically performs three
functions:

Reactor Testing. INEL has 52
reactors of which 17 are
currently operating.
o Fuel Processing.
. Enriched
uranium is extracted from.
fuel rods which come froin
. INB., other research reactors
as far away as Japan, and the
U.S. Navy's ship propulsion'
reactors. The highly radlo-.
active reprocessed wastes are
put in 300,000 gallon underground tanks and, according
to the Atomic
Energy
Commission,
"there they
must remain fot several hundred years, perhaps' longer
than one tank life."
o 'I1A3steStorage. INEL receives
24% of the U.S. military
waste. Nuclear Navy ·waste
data is not available. I-bwever, submarine waste is
received from Bremerton,
WA; Charleston, SC; Newport
o

News and Norfolk, VA; and
Pascagoula, tv'B.
INB. receives plutonium and other
highly radioactive waste from
across the country. 706,195
pounds of waste Including
1276 pounds of plutonium
have been shipped in from
reactors and facilities
in
Colorado,
Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Illinois.
The wastes at INEL fall into
three main catagories: airbome,
liquid,and solid. Airbome wastes
are discharged by 20 stacks
throughout the site and constitute
12.8 million curies. tv'any liquid
.wastes are dealt with by injecting
them into a. 600-foot and a
11lHoot well lying 150 feet below
and 345 feet abovethe water table,
respectively. Other liquid-wastes
are stored in seepage ponds,
leaching pits. and cribs.. The
highly radioactive liquid wastes

.
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Your interest In the PIRG petihowever, are not based on f~ts.
D". Peter Beckman, who IS a tion has shown that you are only
interested in 51% of the students
Fellow of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, a Regis- . at BSU.
Don't let PIRG become an IRS
tered Professional Engineer in
on
campus. A positive check-off
Colo., now with the University of
on our fees statement would be
Colo., states that in 1975, 34 of
.fair and democratic .. PIRG should
the country's foremost scientists,
including 11 Nobel Prize winners. be supported by volulltary contributions, not a student tax.
issued an appeal for nuclear
The Silent 49%
power; The news media igno~ It
G. L. Poole .
and instead reported warmnqs
against nuclear power and its
safety.'
.
According to D". Beckman,
Editor, the Arbiter:
''that In spite of the ferocious
propaganda
against
nuclear'
\fIA1at is an Idaho P.I.R.G.?
power, the vastly superior method
Essentially, It's a power multipliof waste disposal is one of the
. cation scheme. Once 50% of the
salient advantages of generating
electricity from nuclear energy. If students sign a petition asking the
nuclear power were- not SAFER B.S.U. school authorities to allow
formation of this organization on
than other power generation
campus,
each student is automa(which it is), if it were not more
tically charqed a $3.00 fee pe
RB.IABLE (which it is), and If it
Those who don't
were not more ECONOMC (which . semester.
it would be if it were spared the support the P.I.R.G.· must go
artificial expenses fordelays and, through a refund process at a
litigations), that one advantage of specified place during a two week
period. .Obviously much more
a vastly diminished waste disposal problem might well . be money will be collected and kept
enough to give a decisive advan-' than if it were only collected from
supporters.
tage over any of Its altematives.
At this point ask, why not a
Nuclear power does NOT add
any radioactivity to the earth; on system whereby only those who
the contrary, it reduces the radio- wished .to would be charged?
(Wlen this waSsuggested at Penn
activity that rvtJther Nature would
State in 1975, Ralph Nader furiotherwise be producing."
ously demanded the automatic fee
.'
())rothy Strait
system.)
Once started,' this
system continues each semester
unless 50% of the students de8:Jitor, the Arbiter.
mand a refund. Again power is
multiplied because, unless an
tv'ay I suggest all students look
overwhelming majority oppose
very carefully at the upcoming
P.I.R.G., It is unlikely that 50% of
"Public Interest Research Group
the students would actually go to
(PiRG) now on campus .. It doesn't
the trouble to get a refund. Thus
want voluntary contributions.
It,
majority funding would continue
wants your money automatically
with only minority support.
deducted from your student actiAlso note that if P.I.R.G. fails to
vity fees, returnable only If you
set up this student tax' they fold
protest this action and go after
up their tents and 'move on. Dies
them for it.
this
~uggest confidence
in
Truly democratic?
W3I1, Nader lsnow openly after winning and keeping free popula
support?
.corporations and big business.
I would not approve of thos
And that leaves only one other
tactics if I had the same goals as
game
in town--il's
called
P.I.R.G. I think that any s,uch
Socialism.
. W. scott-aocmen, D.D.S. activist group should state lIs
objectives, use its own resources
to collect its funds, and only
collect them as freely given contributions.
8:Jitor, the Arbiter:
Stephen M Pltino
'CONTINUED
TO PAGE 7
An open letter to Mke Cramer.

PIRG Again ---

More on PIRG--
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are converted Into a solid form for'
storage purposes at the Wlste
Calcining Facility. It has gener~
ated 5.6 million gallons (358
curies), of which 3.6 million
gallons have been calcined. Two
million gallons remain, For a'
comparlson, the 14.9 billion total
gallons of liquid wastes js enough
to fill Lucky Peak Reserwir 1/6
full, OR cover 80% of Ada County
1-lnch deep!
The solid wastes are dlsposed".
.of or stored in cardboard boxes,
drums, and plywood crates. ~or
the year 1978 there were 10,959
drums, 307 boxes, and 91 bins.
90% of the plutonium wastes were
stored in drums and 7% were
stored In boxes. It is doubtful
these containers can remqln intact
for the 500,000 years that plutonium remains dangerous. 5.78'
million cubic feet (8 million
cUries) of solid wastes have been

buried and 1.36 million cubic feet
are stored,
mainly
in the
Transuranlc Storage Area of the
S!te. The total solid wastes, for
comparlson sake, would make a
1-footcolumn 1300 miles long!
. In summary, the operatio'ns and
waste disposal and storage at
INB. pose a potential danger to
Idaho's environment (manY reports document an existing danger).
The information in this
article Is documented and comes
from government reports supplied
. by INEL. Additional infonnation
andlor documentation can be
obtained from the Snake River
Alliance P.O. Box 1731, Boise
83701.'
Only through public
interest and education can we
determine and plan for the future
of Idaho.
())rian OJffin
BSU Student
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Find Out! ----

Viewpoint
At this moment, a group of students on the BSU campus are'
collecting
signatures for a program to fund the Student Public
Interest Research Group, a brainchild of Ralph Nader. If 50% of the
students sign the petition and the President and Board of 8:Jucation
can be persuaded to go along with it, they will have the rrost
important aspect of PIRG accomplished.
Let's see how this will
work.
W1eln you register for college, you will have to pay $3.00 extra
through your activity fees. But you say, "I don't know anything about
PIRG and if I did, I might not agree with them. W1y should I have to
support them?"
The answer, of course, is because 50% of the
-students shall have decided for you. I-bw can you possibly object to
,that? And besides, if you are that much opposed to it, you can get
'. your $3.00 back during the second and third week of the semester.
Thls.sounds like a round-about way to dp things. You might say,
"W1y 'not just have everybody who wants to join PIRG give trtem
$3.00 voluntarily?"
The answer to this is obvious; the money
collected this way would be but a fraction of the collection with a
mandatory "pay now and get your money back later" system because
many students would either forget, neglect, or not care enough to
get their money back. Seems like a heck of a way to collect funds for
an organization,
whict', claims as 'one of its goals the consumer
protection from [ cons just like this].
Ralph Nader, the [father of] PIRG groups and selt-appolnted
protector of consumers, attacked book clubs for apparently similar
practices, but there is onebasic difference:
if you are in the book
club, you are there because you choose to be there-it
was not a
democratic
50% that voted you there.
Students
in following
semesters would not even get the chance to vote! They will have no,
choice.
But this is what PIRG is proposing.
The motivation of a
group which has to resort to [SUbterfuge] to raise enough money
does not instill confidence that their future action will be any more
aboveboard .
In fact, PIRG groups, after hiring [outside professionals
from
Nader's National PIRG Job Clearinghouse,]
have become a real
menace. Their activities range from harassing buslnesses through
OSHA and the EPA to lobbying and litigation that [promotes big
government causes].
Ralph Nader has said that his [plan Is to
shortly.have)
4-5,000 full-time
professionals
employed
(by PIRG
networks], all available to act as citizens' organizers en projects [of
his choice].
'
If this is not what you want to support but your activity fees, write
to BSU President ,John Keiser with your views. But-If these students
are so convinced they are doing the right thing and that PIRG is
needed, let them at least compete for the funds on the open market
, with voluntary organizations
without using trickery.
George Floenig

SPECIAL OCCASION CAKES

Delivered across town or across the nation

Cokes $18.50

FOR FRIENDS AND LOVERS
Red Hearts or Roses on a Telecake
will express your feelings to your
loved ones on that Special Day -

Toll Free (non-res.) 1-800-453-5710
(UT, res.) 1-801-487-0307
OR: Order By Mail. and order early, TO:
TELECAKE MARKETING,
2319 S. Foothill Dr. 220
Print orType
'
Salt Lake City, UT 841 09
SEND CAKE TO: (name)
_
CALL:

Address:
MESSAG-E-O-N-C-A-K-E-:
Cake From:

---------

(name)

_

Address:
CREDIT C,....,A:-::R:-::D~""'N-=--O,
---------Amt.

Check
"Use

Encls.

$

Your Credit Card, and Order
To Insure "On Time"
Delivery*'

_
Early

(M'. Floenig is not a stuoem.et BSU. He is self-employed as a
gun-stock maker in Boise)

Counterview
It's up to you to give Idaho PIRG a chance.
A majority of BSU
students must support PIRG on the petition before Idaho students
can have an effective vehicle for off-campus student involvement.
Traditionally, students don't' have the resources to represent our own
interests on public issues as effectively as pnvateJnterests
can.
Idaho P1RG, through research, lobbying, public education and other
legal means, would rationally
and thoroughly
pursue student
concems that individual students don't have time to pursue on their

own.'
In the course of our petitioning
to get PIRG established,
we've
encountered many questtons and concerns" and have tried to answer
all of them or find out the answers we didn't know.
\I\A3're BSU
students
too, and we started out with the same questions.$
First, a Public Interest Research Group Is run entirely by the
students who fund it. Wa would elect a Board of Directors from
. among ourselves, just
student govemment Is elected. W3 would
pay $3 on the fee statement for PIRG, just as we pay $17 to student
government.
The differences
are 1)the PIRG fee Is refundable,
2)PIRG deals directly with off-campus
student concems
while
'student govemment
is concentrated
on-campus,
and3)PIRG
Is
Independent from the university itself.
The PIRG fee Is set up democratically,
by a majority of students on
a petition, with an optional. refund avallable. to protect minority
rights.
The system is actually
more than democratic,since
traditional
democracy bends minority
rlghts to the will of the
'majority.
In this sense, the$3PIRG fee would bethe fairest of all the
fees 'on the BSU fee statement in that it would be the only. one
refundable on a no-delay basis. (The Insurance fee requires a form to.
be filled out and then a several week walt, while the PIRG refund
would require only a student's signature and be dispersed on the
spot by PIRG from an on-campus office during the second and third
weeks of the semester.)
If you've seen flyers that claim to be from ''The Silent. 49%," ask
yourself If you're really part of that group.
Don't let someone else
make your decision for you, but do talk to a petitioner and decide.
Petitions and people to answer your questions are available in the
PIRG office, off the Ada Lounge on the 2nd floor of the SUB.
.
Rhonda Boothe

James Humphrey

as

Statement
ot Intent
I am beginning my campaign for
ASBSUPresident
\l\A3driesday,
February 16. To b~fair
to the
readers of the University Arbiter
and to myself and to maintain the
objectivity, of the paper's news
coverage, I am turnlnq my editorial responsibilities
over to Don
Barclay, currently' Entertainment
8:Jltor, during the course of the
campaign.
I will continue
to
oversee the finances and other
management areas of the paper;
however.
W1en the campaign is over, I
will resume my editorial position
with the paper although, whatever
theoU'lcome of the ASB race for
President, I do not intend to serve
as editor of the University Arbiter
beyond the current 79-80 term.
,
Sally Thomas
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~.Oeser Look at PIR&

8:Jltor, the Arbiter.
By this
time,
nearly every
student
on campus
has heard
about the embryonic Idaho Public
Interest Research Group, and the
$3.00 per semester fee that will be
charged,if and when the PIRG is
establlshed.;
Emotions run high
on this issue, and perhaps a few
facts on the subject of the fee
should oe brought to light.
l-ere are some of the -Iees
included in the $237.50 that the
student has no choice to have
. refunded:
'
,...$1~.00 to the- ASBSU student
government,
which'
attracted
about 1,000 voters in the last
election.
.
.--$18.00.
to intercollegiate
athletics.
-$13.00 to the Student I-€alth
Center.
-$45.00
to operation
of the
Student Union Building and the
dorms.
-$94.00 to payoff
bonds for
other buildings
on carnpus.. including the future MJlti-p'urpose
Pavilion.
-$5.00 to building
operations
and maintenance.
.
-$10.00
to the
university'S
general operating budget. .
-$3.00
to the
Career
and
Financial Services office;
-$1.50 to pay for the newlyinstalled pre-reqlstration
system.
--$1.00 to the BSU Alumni
Association.
One fee, the $30.00 for student
health
insurance,
can be refunded, but only after fonns are
filled out. Even then the refundee
mlJst wait weeks. before she sees
. lbe money;'
:,'
lf'ldaho PIRG is established,
it
will receive $3.00 of your student
fees UNLESS you wish a refund.
The refunds will be easily available until three weeks after each
semester begins, on a no-delay
basis.
IJI.Ath all the emotional
talk
going on about the possible 11/4
per cent increase of next year's
student fees, it seems to me each
.concemed person should make an
effort to find out facts. This way,
students may make rational and
well-founded'
decisions
on their
endeavors,
and become
better
citizens.
In fact, this is the basis
on whlch Idaho PIRG will operate,
given a chance.
Don't take my word for it. Don't
take the word of some propagandist. Pay a call to the PIRG office
011 the second floor of the Student
Union,', or .simply
visit, .with a
RIRGer. Above all, FIND 0U!.
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(Ms. Boothe is a BSU student and
organizing committee" )
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member of the P.I.R.G.
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tTol
by Terrle H, Rowley
A'3soclate editor
\
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Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus;.,>:

1\·1\

Rick~:_:\:
Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

rr;~

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bronco Stadium

ALPHA KAPPA PSI FRATERNITY
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career
sf IUzer

A recent poll shows that about 65 percent of
today's college students feel that they receive
little useful career guidance during college and
that they must declare majors before developing
any clear career goals. Over seventy percent
find It difficult to obtain career Information or
counselling. A major benefit of professional
fratemity membership is the opportunity for
association with alumni. Through first hand
Information and contemporay experience, '
these "pros" are able to help tAe undergraduate
define academic, personal and career
objectives.
In addition, some professional fratemlties
provide effective placement services to assist
the yo ung'alumnus. All afford some form of
opportunity for obtaining expert advtce and
professional guidance from fellow members.

nos« MEETING
Feb. 21,1.980 Ada Lounge, SUB 7:30.10:00

C .SH'.for Aluminum
-

.

30 cents per-Pound
. Also buying scrap copper,
.cross, Iron, batteries and
.radiators

.

"5120 Emera.ld·

8:00am '-4:oqpm, Monday-Friday - ,~:oQQmto .11:30arrrSaturday

Dr. Barry, Asmus,
BSU
that he basically opposed student
EConomics professor, contends
.costs going up. He felt that the
way PIRG Is .trying to' achieve that, "If most students knew how
PIRG was funded they'd be more
financial means Is very coercive.
reluctant to sign the petition,
Although Artis knew he could
regain his $3.00 fee Increase, he particularly because funds automatically accrue to PIRG by way
felt the time factor involved for
of the negative checkoff system."
him to do so, would be unjust to
him. He further noted that, In His ending comment was, "students if you want PIRG-fine!
'comparison to the advertising
Just don't force others to pay for
barrage across the campus, not
it."
'.
enough Information was readily
All of the Boise State people
available.
He also stated that PIRG hasn't Interviewed agreed that the charge
adequately stated their goals, and of PIRG being a front for Ralph
Nader was-absurd!
that their goals should be falrly
A'3BSU President Mke Cramer
concise before asking for money.
and Rhonda Boothe of IdahoPIRG
If PIRG would use voluntary
methods of gaining funding in- stated that the present means of
stead of coercion he would be gaining financial support for PIRG
was not coercive at all. Boothe
more Interested in PIRG. His final
comment was, "I'm not convinced stated, "the PIRG fee would
that the "good" produced by PIRG actually be more than democratic,
will, benefit me personally or the since in traditional democracy the
students- of BSU or the Boise major.ty bends the rights of the
"CONTINUED
TO PAGE 9
community. "

BSU- The Idaho Public Interest
Research Group (Idaho PIRG) has
. been gathering signatures fortheir
petitions since Spring semester
has started.
'
Recent letters to BSU President
John Keiser, A'3BSU president
Mke Cramer,' and Arbiter Editor
Saily Thomas have stated views In
opposition to the creation of Idaho
PIRG.
The basic charges against Idaho
.PIRG are that It:
'1)Coerces people to pay a $3.00
per semester fee [through a
negative check-off system];
2)lt forces people who do not
wish to support PIRG to go
.. through a "Bureaucratic tv'ess"
to get thelr rroney back; and
3)lt is a front for Ralph Nader.
The letters suggest that students be allowed to wluntarily
support Idaho PIRG instead of'
being forced Into participation In a
negative check-off fee system.
The letters were largely from
non-students. One author who Is
a full-time student could not be
by Mchelle Hartell
reached for comment.
Assoctate Editor
In trying to ascertain student
thoughts on PIRG, this reporter
BSU-A11candidates running for
asked some full-time students for
Associated Students of Boise
their views on PIRG.
State
University
(ASBSU)
Pam Edwards is a 31 year old
President, Vice President and
junior with a business major. Her
Senate positions have filed petifirst comment when asked how
tions to declare eligibility for
she felt about PIRG was, "$3.00 to
office.
PIRG is better than $40.00 to the
pavilion. "
These candidates will be preShe stated that she gave PIRG
senting their platforms on current
$3.00 voluntarily. She has read
student issues before the upthe posters around campus but
coming primary' elections to be
still questions what Idaho PIRG
held February 27-28.
will do.
Neal Wlson and Sally Thomas,
"I'm still bothered that they
both from the school of Arts and
don't state any goals. Couldn't
Science are the ASBSU PresiPIRGat least state some problems
. dentlal candidates.
that might be pursuable to give
Beth S. Young from Arts and
students a clearer idea of what
Science and Steve Mlrcum from
PIRG would try to do?"
Business will be the candidates
Mlrtin Artis is a 24 year old
for Vice-President.
sophomore,
also a business
Anita IJ\.Imlwell and Kay Kemp
major.
\Men asked why he
are both Business Senator candiopposed Idaho fl.IRG, he stated

etas F~~e

Co

dates.
Debbl Brooks is the only Education Senator candidate.
Bev Nichol will run for Health
Science Senator and Mchael
l\/I3adfor Vo-tech Senator.
Up to three write-ins plus the
petition candidates may go on the
primary ballot.
If there are no
write-in opponents for the ,single
candidates, the second Senator
will be appointed by the A'3BSU
Personnel Selection Committee.
Due to the transaction period of .
staggard elections. Two Senators
will be elected this spring and the
Senator receiving the majority of
votes will have the option of
staying for half a term or one full
term.
Next Fall there will be
another election to fill the positions of the half of the Senate thaI
will leave early. This will begin
the process of staggard elections
supposedly designed to provide
continuity for the Student Senate.

In-state Tuition

The ngoing ,Night are
by Terrie H. Rowley
Assoclate Editor

legislature to look at the idea of
education and should therefore
consolidating and reinforcing bebear the bulk of the costs.
fore looking at in-state tuition.
Two members favored the pro'The current State Board of
posal because they felt that public
Education have not formally
education needed funding more
stated whether they oppose inthan higher education.
state tuition but Clint Hoopes
Although administrations and
president of the board statedh~ . obviously a majority of legislawas opposed to the Idea.
tors, are opposed to the lrnposlPresident Hoopes took a poll of -tlon of in-state tuition this does
the board members and found
not mean this Issue will die. In
that six members oppose the
fact if history repeats Itself, it
proposal on the grounds that the
could appear in the next legisla. state is benefitting from higher
tlve session.
.

Boise-The In-state' tuition bill
failed in the legislature again but
what about next time?
,Across the nation other colleges and universities pay in-state
" tuition. Tuition ranges from $200
to $500 per 'semester or quarter
depending upon the state. \Mat
this means i~ that above and
beyond your nslng fees and your
books, that you the student wIll
pay even more money.
Student leaders appeared "En
Mlsse" at the statehouse last
I};
week to show their opposition to
~VlVll
the bIll. Fortunately It was voted
down.
'
.
byWlmaM \/\bods
BSU President John Keiser
and
believes that the user of our
Terrie H. Rowley
university is the state of Idaho and
Assoclate editors
therefore the state, not the student should bear the built of costs
BSU-:An adverse bond market
at BSU.
He also stated that
has forced BSU President John
Imposing in-state .tuttton
can
Keiser to seek a thirty day
. quickly lower enrollment.
PSBSU President Mke Cramer extension on col'lstruction bids for
the proposed
multi-purpose
found any discussion of tultlon
pavilion.
premature. He stated that Idaho
February 19 was the original
cannot afford well rounded univerdeadline to sell the bonds that will
sities In every region. Idaho needs
finance t.he pavilion project. Wth
to reinforce existing programs
the present bond market situation
Instead of eXpanding new pro, the deadline may not be, met.
gre,msto other schools.
BSU's ,"A" rated bonds. formerly
Cramer, would encourage the
held an Interest rate of 8112%:
administrations of the colleges
Presently that figure stands at
and unlverslJl~ ~. well as, the

'.A..

83/4% In hopes that the bonds will
become more attractive to. buyers.
t-bwever President Kaiser and
A'3a Ruyle, BSU's vice-president
for financial affairs, are optimistic. ,According to Ruyle there
Is "strong Indlcatlon"that
there
will be some bonds sold within
.the week.
..'
Jlccordlng,to Boise State officials, part of the disinterest In
BSU bonds can be attributed to
tha unfortunate timing of the
federal govemment seIlIng a large
quantity of housing bonds at an
Interest rate of 11V2%.
As a
result, pavilion bonds haVe a hard
time' competing In' the present
market.
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CommunifyHealth
center IsAvailable
\

Mght 'as well read something
while waiting, I reasoned.
I
selected one of each leaflet publications offered and was shocked
. to discover that the readings
answered most of my . much
though-out questions conceming
the interview.
"Your Community
Health
Center and You"
.1~Ul you often wake up and just
can~ face the day?
2. Ul you otten feel. that youre
going to blow up if one more
person asks you to do something? .
3. Ul you often feel sick, but
your doctor says there Is nothing
wrong?
"If you answered 'yes' to one or
more of these questions, you may
be feeling depressed or just not
coping well with dally stresses.
\!\Ath all of the pressures of
everyday living, many people may
find that there are times when
talking with a mental health
worker can be of some help."
lJ. Kirk is one of only two child
clinical psychologists in Idaho
and is the director of the Center.
H3 said that tWE!J1ty-sevenstaff
members administer to the needs
of eight-hundred and sixty people '

Chris KamoWski
Arbiter Staff
On a national average one of
every ten people need assistance
in coping with the everyday pressuresthat result from living within
the family and the community
Itself ,'according to literature available at the Children's M3ntal
H3alth Genter.
This means eight-thousand
people In Idaho could benefit from
therapy. Some of these pressures
come from responsibilities of
family, job or Interrelating with
other people.'
The Boise
Community, Health Center has
many programs .of assistance
available.
Wlile waitlna for an interview
with lJ. Francis Kirk, the Child
Clinical Psycbologist, I sank into
an easy chair. I unleashed my
ancient portable tape recorder that
easily weighs eight pounds, the
note-pad with prepared questions
and the auxiliary microphone. the
six-foot extentlon cord crammed
in my back pocket was.sat on until
I got home. It must have appeared
that I was loaded for bear or going
to stay overnight.
Having dispensed with my load,
I headed for the pamphlet rack.
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students have put In hundreds of
hours of their time gathering
signatures and if PIRG becomes a
realitvat BSU it will be because a
majority of the full-time students
support the concept and the
funding system of PIRG."
Cramer also said, "if at anytime
a student becomes disenchanted
with PIRG he can receive a
refund."
Ps soon as PIRG
receives Its funds from BSU, a
student merely shows their student card at an office or table set
up on campus to receive a
refund--which would probably
take a maximum of three minutes.

B·

minority to majority will.
But
PIRG offers the refund option."
Boothe also mentioned that
PIRG's goals are stated.
The
reason that specific issues aren't
stated is that the Board of
Directors are elected by students.
The board then decides upon
the issues to bapursued by PIRG.
If PIRG were to state Issues now it
would be in effect making false
promises.
Boothe. pointed out
that "there has to be a certain
amount of trust In a democratic
process."
They both stated, ~'over 80

,
;
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I ASKED CHUCK TO
GET ME A DATE FOR
THE VALENTINE DISCO

'

Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium

'Broadway Ave~

Financial Aid Info

Brown Bag Sociologist
Pack your lunch and bring It to Boise State
University Feb. 13 to hear sociologist A. Robert
Corbin discuss "Sociology's Link to Mysticism.
The noon "Brown bag" forum will be conducted in
the Clearwater Room of the Student Union Building,
and Is free to the public.
II

Critics' Circle Poet
Poet Philip levine, winner twice this year of the
National Book Critics' Circle Award, will read from
his poetry Wednesday, Feb, 13, at the Boise Gallery
of Art, and Thursday, Feb, 14, In the Lookout Room
of the Student Union Building at Boise Stale
University. Both appearances will be at B p.rn., and
are free to the public.

Oriental Culture Wl<shop
Culture and change In Japan and China will be
the subject ot a two-day workshop Feb. 15,16 at
Boise State Unlverslry. The workshop will be a mix
of demonstrations, lectures, discussions, and fIlrns
100 by Far Eastern scholars from Boiso State,
Stanford University
and the University
of
Washington, For Information and reservations, call
385-1757.
'

FaCUlty Artists' Display
Boise State University faculty Mists will display
their work Feb. 1B-March 13 In the University
Gallery. On view will be 011 and acrylic paintings, watercolors,
prints,
drawings,
fiber works,
photography and enameling. The gallery Is In the
university liberal Arts Building, and Is open from 9
a.m, to 4:30 p.m. Admission Is free.

A financial aid Information sessions for BSU
faculty and staff will be conducted Feb. 19 at 3 p.m.
In the senate Chambers of the Student Union
Building.
,.
The training program is designed to help student
advisors provide Intormation to students about what
financial aid Is available to them and how to apply
for it.
•

Psychic Comes to BSU
Psychic Uri Geller, whose telekinetic demonstrations have been labeled authentic by leading world
scientists, will demonstrate his abilities at Boise
State University Feb. 20 at B' p.m. In the Student
Union Building
Ballroom.
Tickets for his
appearance will go on sale at the BSU Student Union
Information booth Feb. 15. Prices will be $4 for
general admission; $2 for students, '

Bus.Scholarships Deadline
Deadline tor applying for School of Business
scholarships for 19lJO.Sl Is March 1.
.
Application fprms' for the scholarships are
available In the Career and Financial Services
Office, Administration 117,
..About $37,000 in scholarships was awarded to
BSU business majors in 1979-80. Of that amount,
$15,000 was donated from Treasure Valley
companies and Individuals, and the balance from
university hinds.
.
•

Student teochlnq App

•
Deadline for prospective student teachers to
submit applications for Fall, 1980, elementary and
secondary classroom assignments Is March 1 In the
Education BUilding, room 306.

Intormation for this space Is provided by the Office of Information Services, Ad. Bldg.,Rm 123, or phone 385-1562
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with approximately, tweive new
cl ients being added a week. There
are Individual and Group therapies
for both children and adults of all
ages.
Sexual abuse and child abuse
programs are also offered as well
as help for hyperkinetic children
and juvenile delinquents.-A1coholism and ,drug abuse are
also dealt with at the H:lalth
Center or "referred to other help
centers specifically designed to
.deal with these problems."
"The whole family is treated at
our center, rather than just the
pathology (of the patient)" said
Kirk. "Problems with individuals
arise when tension or pressure
from another source cannot be.
coped with .. The problems are the
sympton rather than the cause. .
By working with the whole family,
we can often get at the root of the
problem rather than treating the
symptoms," he said.
Parent Effectiveness Training
(PEl) is also offered as well as
marital therapy.
Sexual impotence between married couples is
treated with well proven methods
such as those practiced by
!\lasters and Johnson.
W'lere do all the eight-hundred
and sixty clients come from?
Pccording to Kirk, "Twenty-Ilve
percent are referrals from other
agencies such as Child Protection; twenty-five percent are referred from professionals such as
psychologists and psychiatrists;
twenty-five percent come from the
schools' (oubllc, private) themselves. I./IJ:J don't have a contract
for the SChoolsbut they (patients)
are sent here after counselors and
juvenile officers can no longer .
help." Often a parent wants their
child retested to be sure there is
the problem.
"And' twenty-five percent are
sent here' by word of mouth," he
said.
People hear about the
Community Health Genter and the
good results that come from
seeking help. This is a stigmatized area for a lot of people,
according to Kirk. They think just
because the center is a part of the
D3partment of H:lalth and V\e]fare
only people on \,f\j;Jlfareare eligible.
"It's not true that only people
that seek our services are on
welfare. I./IJ:J have regular clients
that pay thirty dollars an hour. All
fees are pro-rated 01] a sliding
scale from two dollars to thirty
dollars an hour depending upon
the number of dependents and
family income. However, NO ONE
is tumed away."
This last bit of information-was
encouraging and I almost started
blurting' out my addictions.·
!\Iaybe a therapist could be helpful
to explaln my coffee addiction,
food binges and late sleeping as '
the methods I use to deal with
everyday respopsibllities" but' I
stifled my impulse.
If the center received more
flnanclnq, Kirk said, "I'd hire more
therapists' and staff.
wa are
losing three, or four people this
year (not as a result of the one
percent); with an increase of
twelve clients a week we need
more therapists."
Kirk added, ''\f'0.J3 need a larger
play area for the children; every
now and then we go over to \llA3st
Jr. High and use their facilities,
but this isn't very convenient. I'd
also have a follow-up study that
would keep track of the clients in
their own neighborhoods.
This
would be easier for.them (clients)
to get in touch with us than to
have to drive across town; we'd
maintain closer contact. "
The Children's M:mtalH:lalth
center isiocated at 600 N. Curtis
Road.'

OPEN DA.ILY 9:30 .te 9
SATURDAY 9-1
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the first. Wa forced more tum(BSU)--The Boise State women's
nasketball team, 7-11 overall and overs and did a fine job of tuming
4-7 in league play, will travel to
those mistakes into points at the
Anchorage to play the University
other end," added Thomgren.
of 'A1aska in two back-to-back
Dlwn to six at half-time and by
games on. Friday, Feb". 15 and
nine in the. second half, the
Saturday, Feb. 16.
Broncos rallied to' take the lead
The University of. Alaska is an
with three minutes left in the
independent
member of the
qarne. Clutch shooting by BSU
NOrthwest Vlbmen's Basketball
junior center Nancy Phillips and
league and holds .a 4-13.overall
sophomore center Karla NEier
record. The Seawolves are led by
kept the Broncos on top.
5-10
junior
forward,
Eva
Leading scorers in the game for
Robinson, who is averaging 17.3
the Broncos were NEier, with 14,
points per game, and fr7 senior
and Ruth Fugleberg, with 13.
guard, Nancy Stassek.
Fugleberg had drawn the tough
"Alaska has a new coach and
defensive assignment of Jill Greer.
has added some fine players to
field and fouled out with five
the squad.
They should be a
minutes still on 'the clock.
much improved team over last
Leading rebounders were NEier,
year," said BSU coach Connie
with 15, and Greenfield, with 13.
Thomgren. "There is no doubt we
"Our players played with as
can win both nights, especially if
much confidence and poise as
we can continue to playas we did
they have all year. Wa have not
this
weekend
against
the
been a strong second half team:
University of tvbntana."
This game, however, we were able
The Broncos upset the strong
to force the mistake and make the
University of tvbntana on Saturday
big play," said Thomgren.
evening, 58-54.
Earlier in the
On Friday evening,
BSU
season at Mssouta.. the Broncos
dropped a game to the Bobcats of
had lost badly to tvbntana, 7fr52.
Wontana State, 73-58. Leading
In this second meeting the
BSU scorers with NEier with 17
Broncos played a tighter defensive
and a freshman guard, t<im
game, even though tvbntana:s ~III
Buergel with 15. The game's
Greenfield scored 32 points.
.
leading scorer was M3U's M3rcla
''If'o.kJ did a much better job
Topp with 20:
defensively in this game than in

U
Still i
by Bud Humprey
ArbltE!r Staff
Boise State's men's basketball
team still has an "outside chance"
at the Big Sky Conference title,
according to coach Bus Connor,
even though they must win all four
games to gain a .500 season and a
chance for a Rlayoff berth. This
weekend, the" Broncos travel to
play the' tvbntana teams, lVSU on
Thursday . and . M:Jntana on
saturday,..
.
.
LastoSaturday, even 'coach Bus
Connor's puqllc. statement .of resignation couldn't fire up the
Broncos enough to overcome' the.
University of Idaho in the BSU
gym, as the VandalS outlasted
BSU81-69 ..
In the Big Sky Conference, BSU
is 1-4 at ho~ and 2-3 in away
games, and overall !H3.
.:a.r1lerthis year,' Boise State
defeated M:>ntana' State 70-69.
Arnold M::Olwell, who scored 21
points against the Broncos, and
Dlug Hashley, 6-6 and 6-4 forwards, are the scoring leaders for
the Bobcats with around 17 ppg
apiece.
But 6-11 center Bill Krieger, 6-5
guard Harry Heineken and fr10
sparkplug Mck OJrham all contribute over 7 ppg. M3U leads all
Big Sky teams In rebounding, and
Hasley with a 8.6 average is
among the league'S best 01'1 the
boards.
'
Overall,M3U is 12-10 and 5-6 in
league.
.
Wth four players over 6-6, the
Wontana Grizzlies aiso have a

--

.'

share of rebounding
power,
though more balanced. Center
John Stroeder, 6-10, forward
Warty Green, 6-9, forward Rod
Brandon arid guard. Craig anon
all average over 4 rebounds a
contest.
zsnon leads scorers with 15.5
ppg,Jollowed by Stroeder and 6-1
guard Blaine Taylor, who average
around 11. fvbntana'sBig Sky
record is 6-5, and they are 13-4
overall.
One area in which the Broncos
showed new strength, which will
be needed this week, Is rebounding. At the Idaho contest,6-10
forward Larry M::Kinney pulled'
down several offensive boards and
made or .set "UP baskets from
them, especially late In the first
half.
.
M::Kinney and 6-9 center cave
Richardson,at 8.4 and 8.3, are
fighting it out with Hashley and
Northem Arizona's Wark Stevens
for the conference rebounding
title.
.
" RodgerBates continues his hot
shooting at the guard position,
nailln9. 10 of 15 shots frornthe
floor against. Idaho.
Dave
Wiliams preserved his 15 ppg
average, the Broncos' highest,
. and Watt Wlkerson is stili hustling to the tune of 7.4 points and
3.4 rebounds.
Substitute forward and center
John Anderson has also been
consistent on the boards, with a
4.9 season average.
Both games start at 8 p.m., and
will be broadcast on KBOI Radio,
670 AM
.

Ruth Fugleberg takes a moment to concentrate on a free throw in the women's basketball game against
Mmtana Saturday night. TheBronco wOmen upset the Grizzlies !j8-54, and Fugleberg, a 57" sophomore
center, added 13 points tei BSU's tally.
by Jennifer Farquharson

Two Big Meets

rstl

rs Tr v lt

wrestling against one of the top
- teams In the nation.
BYI.J has
beaten Boise State the last nine
The Boise State Westling tearn years in a row, and the Broncos .
will certainly have their hands full
will challenge thetalented-Utah
if they. plan on reversing this
Utes in Salt Lake City Wldnesday
trend .
night as the Broncos take their
Nationally
ranked
Donnie
last road trip of the year.
Owens at 158 100. leads the,
The next night the Broncos will
Cougar's efforts this year. He is
wrestle the powerful BYI.JCougars
in Provo, UT. leaving only one last . backed by a balanced team that
has no apparent weaknesses. The
home match with Portland State
8roncos will need quite a bit of
February 22, before BSU competes in the Big Sky Conference .luck if they planto pull an upset
over BYU.
Championship.
Fortunately for the Broncos,
Utah' is . fielding one of its
they will be using a different
strongest teams in recent years,
system of scortnq then the tradiand the Broncos, will be. hard
tional slx points for a pin and
pressed to beat. the experienced
Utes. Competing In four of the- three points for a decision, which
exists today. The new system will
same toumaments that Boise
State has, the Utes have finished ' give a team the actual number of
points that is scored in each'
above the Broncos in team scoring
match.
every time:
Forexample,if the' score of the
Wlen the Broncos take on the
first match i~ 17-6, then the actual
intimidating Cougars, they will be
by Mke Ripllnger
Arbiter Staff

team score will be 17-6. This
should make it more exciting for
the fans and will allow a losing
team the chance to make a
comeback.
The new scoring system could
very well help the Bronco's upset
dreams with a few big wins, BSU
might be abie. to slip' Qy the
Cougars.
Also for the first time since
before the Christmas holidays, the
Sroncos will be at full strength
with the return of 190 pounder,
Harold Wlllmari
back' to the
.lineup. This will enable Kevin
Vlbod, who ,has been filling in for
Wlitman, to 'move back to his
normal weight, 167 100.
I! doesn't really mailer where
Vlbod wrestles though, because
he dominates his matches at any
weight. His record of 27-4-1'Ieads
the Broncos and 'is also the best
record in the Big Sky.
'
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YOU. COULD ...

Idaho Will Make Playoffs
by Jerry Richards
Arbiter Staff
Two weeks out, the Big Sky
looks as if the rest of the league'S
long-standing
wish- to keep all
ldaho schools out of 'the playoffs
will definitely not be fulfilled.
The rvbntana schools, one of
which ldanp ought, to beat this
weekend, and the flash in the pan
duo of Northem
Arizona
and
Nevada-Reno are all that stand
between U of I and a clear second
place in the conference ..
\.I\tlre it up to the columnist,
after
having
witnessed
the
Vandals' classy showing at Boise
',last Saturday, a National Invitational Toumey berth would not be
out of line. But, Eastem-chauvinlsts as they are, the NIT directors
have stated' a policy
against
entering any second-place Big Sky
team. So you, the NIT fan, can
again look forward to watching
some lackluster
assemblage
of
New England schools,
each of
which has been peat en twice by
St. John's,
unless I miss my

"

also wins all of its games, and.
BSU ties at 7-7 with any team but
Idaho State or Northam Arizona.
Lot of ifs, and that has to do with
the conference
playoff decision
system - but don't laugh:
BSU
was (Xl inleague
two years ago,
and still make the playoffs.
tvbntana and
sport complementary 6-5 and 5-6 records,
which
discrepancy
should
be
evened up next week when the
cross-state
scrappers
meet at
State. A lot about which, if either,
will visit Ogden Feb. 29, will b.e
decided in this week's contests
against Idaho and BSU.
Reno"NAUand
ISU are scarcely
in better shape than Boise, and
the Bengals in particular play all
of their last games on the road.
. Each one, infact,
stands to lose
three games in thenext two weeks
if current conference pattems hold
up, and' \.I\tlber, 'which
plays all
three, has a good deal to do with

guess.
But I grow sour grapish. At any
rate, \.I\tlber is on a beeline, still,
for the outright
Big Sky championship, and look to be the first
Intermountain team since the 1977
Idaho State wonders to have a
really strong shot at the Final
Four.
The amazing thing is, though
Bruce Collins is constantly
redhot, and the entire \.I\tlber team is
ranked nationally
in floor shooting, rebounding and winning margin, no single starter is too far
above the others in those areas.
That's teamwork', That's class.
Bsewhere, if Boise State wins
all the rest of their games, they
'should make the playoffs if Idaho

,; 1
': t
i

Ju

(!oodtimQso'

that.

Mt 'typewriter

ribbon Is running
out on me, and that is a clear
signal to stop ya.kking and start
predicting.
Last week:

rvsu

Br n

aVGilfor the,

5-1

(can't

g~t

a

handle on that perfect week)'
So Far: 19-9, .679 (V\Alat, me
worrY?)

.tifiIiIilIJ
~

Boise Urban Stages
s

c

00lOO16

•

60,.e,IOaJl01

T"",~. "'H"O

'
We Can Gel You The.r~1

This Week:s Picks:
" February 14:
Montan~ State over Boise State'by 10
..(Make a liar out of me, I dare you!)
Idaho over Montana by 7 (Newman's
healthy aoaln)
Northern Arizona over Idaho SJate by
12 (Sigh ... )
Weber State over Nevada-Reno by 4
(Scrappy devils)
February 16:
Boise over Montana by a hair (They
owe us one)
.
Montana State over Idaho (They got the
rebounding)
Nevada-Reno over ISU by 6 (Where's .
Steve- Hayes when you need him?)
Weber State over Northern by 22 (Due
. .tor a blowout)
,

sf

sf

Turn

The BSU Judo Club will be
hosting
a Judo Tournament
at
Boise State Sunday, February 17.
The event will begin at 10:30 a.m.
and end about 5 o'clock in the
main gym.
Senior competition
will begin at one o'clock.
tonations will be accepted at the door.
About
250 competitors
from
Utah, Idaho, Oregon and rvbntana
will attending.
The competitors
range in age from eight years old
on up.
Bolse State hopes to win the
Senior Athens Team Competition.
This five-man
team is Randy

Get more from each tankful.
. Ride BUS once or" twice a week
and watch the savings grow.

Ompton
Hussman,

The MOTHERLODE RUGBY CLUB'
IS recruiting for the 1980 Sea$on
No Experience NeCessary ,
Begi'nni'ng Feb. 11
.
Workouts wUI Start at.,6~00,Mon & Thur.
At St. Mary's Gym, 27th & State
All Interested People are Welcome
for more info call

343-9229 345-3469 345-9427

y
(captain,),
Wlby
Dobbs,

Tom
Greg

Dlbbs, and Todd Mzuta.
These
players, are also hopeful of placing
first in their individual
weight
categories.
Senior women from Boise State
participating
in the Brown Belt
classification
are
Peggy
Thompson and Sheila Presely.
In the senior men's V\hite Belt
and senior women's V\hite 'Belt
class, Boise State has several
entrants. WII Slate and Evet Paul
are favored to place.

BSU Tearn Travels

S h

51-1, placing
him
second
to.
tvbntana State's Lance Deal.
In the 1,500 meters,
Howard
Conley of Boise State was second
in 3:56.37.
Gary Little finished fourth in the
55 meter high hurdles with a 7.8
clocking, his personal best.
"I was really pleased with our
performance,"
Jacoby said. "Wa
had personal
bests
from
Bill
Bailey in the shotput, Gary Little
in the high hurdles, Carl Pollard in

(BSU)- The Boise State University
indoor track team heads for the
Idaho State Mnidome
this weekend to compete
in the annual
Simplot
Games,
Friday
and
Saturday, Feb. 15-16. This will be
BSU's third formal appearance in
the Mnldorne this' winter.
'
The Broncos are coming off a
weekend that Track Coach Ed
Jacoby termed ''the best team
performance we have had indoors
or outdoors in two years."
, TIle Broncos competed In the
non-scored
tvlark
Haroldson
Invitational in Logan, UT at Utah
State University.
BSU was led by several outstanding performances,
including
Kenrick Camerud's school record
and best ever time of 49.27 In the
400 meters. Camerud won that
event and anchored the.mile relay
team with a 48.5 split.
BSU was
third in the mile relay with a
3:19.37 clocking. Idaho State won
the event in 3:19.10 while \/Ikber
State was second in 3:19.25.
BSU's time was more than two
seconds better than the previous
best of the winter.
Also,
cave Steffens
ran an
outstanding
8:31.2 in the 3,000
meters, placing
second
In the
race,
The winning
time was
8:30.85.
Steffens set a school
record and a personal best.
tvbrvin Reid, running very well,
won the 55 meters in 6.32. cave
Bradbum
was third with a 6.4

, I

"',,,
, ,I

, t

\

.\

the long jump
(Indoors),
Randy H8idenreich
in the

and
pole

vault.
V.enrich Camerud had a
school record and personal best in
.the 400 meters
as did cave
. Steffens
in the 3,000 meters.
fvbrvin Reid ran extremely
well
and the mile relay team had a

tur s t

(BSU)- The Boise State University
women's
gymnastics
team will
travel to Cheney, WA for a dual
meet with Eastem W3.shington, on
FridaY,Feb.15.
The Broncos will
then continue on to rvbscow, for a
Saturday aftemoon meet with the
University of Idaho.
The Boise
State team,now
7-5 overall and
6-b against Division II competition, has won three of its last four
meets.
''V\e should do very well against

u

(BSU)- The Boise State University
women's track and field team will
travel to Logan, UT, this weekend
to compete
in the Utah State
Intercollegiate
IndoorTrack f\leet.'
This will be the second indoor'
meet of the season and'mark the
final competition
before the BSU

DOWNTOWN
Boise YMCA
1050 W. State
7:00 p.m.-9:20 p.m.

CAMPUS LOCATION
St. Pauls Student Center
3:40-6:00 p.m.

THE FIRST CLASS IS FREE .
Decide to register after the class

personal best, so overall, I'm very
satisfied with this performance, "Jacoby added.
"It's good to see
our team coming along so welL"

stlct a

Gy

clocking.
In other
events,
BSU's Carl
PoUard won the long jump with an
effort of 23-3V2, his second best
jump ever and his best Indoor
mark.
Bill Bailey set a personal
best in the shotput with a toss of

,I

.

~R cords-Tum

d
both teams this weekend.
These
two meets
will' give us the
opportunity to add some difficulty
.to our routines before regionals,"
said BSU coach John Head.
Head's optimism
comes from
comparing team scores.
Eastem
\f\.ashington's top team score has
been a 120.55 and the University
of Idaho has scored a 119.85.BSU
has been averaging around 128.00
and set a new school record this
year with a 133.45.

women officially
open their 1980'
outdoor season on Mm:h 1 In
. Boise.
_
The Broncos are looking for fine
performances this weekend from
sprinters
Connie Tay'lor, '!<arma
and !<aren Qsburn.
and high
jumper Cindy Stewart.
.

Bicycle
Specialists

in

Touring .,. Racing .,.,BMX

Spring Special
lOSP Sale'$124.95

Complete.

.1 Day Repair Service
Let AI, Les, and Angela
Solve Your Cycling Needs
(208) 343-2941
1015 Vista Avenue ~oi8e, Idaho 83705
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WONDER

"51
by Vicki Childs
Arbiter Staff
UA--The unique architecture of the
Bishop' Tuttle House and the
. elaborate sets were unnecessary
trimmings to frame the talents of
T.R. Stephens and H. Paul KHss in
Idaho Public Theatre's production
Sleuth.
I left my home to face the cold,
the rain and the snow to stand for
two and one-half hours in the back
of a room already more than,
overcrowded. A sell-out crowd
with standing room only -- and I
stood watching in awe as the most
intriguing of plots, wound its way
through the room and my imagination. It was more than worth it.
I soon forgot that I was standing
and relaxed deep into the story
and the characters brilliantly portrayed on the stage.
H. Paul

of

WART-HOG

"The Nurds of November"

by Gilbert Shelton

KJiss" as Andrew Wyke, wealthy
mystery writer and avid game
player, gave us his always effective performance in his own
intimitable style. But hats off and
standing
ovations
to T.R.
Stephens for his amazingly diver'sified characterization of Mlo
Tindle, fiance to Wyke's wife.
M::lre than holding his own with
the reknowned KJiss, Stephens
has definately blessed Boise with
the fine quality of his talent.
Sleuth is' a comedy of many
dimensions both witty and though
provoking. The plot is for you to
discover, but I gyarantee you
won't be disappointed.
Final
performances are scheduled for
8:15 on February 7, 8 & 9, in the
Bishop Tuttle House. Call Idaho
Public Theatre and reserve yourtickets now. You should not miss
Sleuth.

rs

R

BSU-Casting has been completed
and rehearsals are under way for
the next major production by the
Boise State University Theatre.
The play is "Antigone, " a Greek
tragedy by Sophocles. A student
production
company of over
twenty under the direction of Dr.
C.E. Lanterback will present this
recognized classic at the Subal
Theatre at 8: 15 p.m. from
February 29 through tv'erch,8.
Although the play is over two
thousand years old, its story -and
themes remain relevant to con-'
temporary audiences dealing as
they do with the conflict between
the dictates of the individual

conscience and the demands of
the state for discipline and order.
The cast for "Antigone" features
tv'elanieYellen in the title role with
Patrick Cunningham as King
Creon, rv'arie Tomlin as Ismene,
Ken' Jenkins as Haimon, Tom
Hanigan as the sentry, M:1rk
Keenanas Teiresias, Earl Starry as
the messenger and Colleen Lloyd
ad Eurydice. Holly Quedens plays
the "Chorogos," the leader of the
all-important chorus which includes Steven Billings, Linda Sue
Emery, Lisbeth Kelly, Sue Nelis
and Mke Piccolotti.
tv'elissa
M.mns and Tracy Hepner appear
as servants to the royal house.

ctitics Award Winner to Appear
Poet Philip Levine, twice winner
this year of the National Book
Critics Circle Award, will read
from his poetry at Boise State
Feb. 14.
Levine, who includes among his
laurels a Guggenheim fellowship
and a Harriet M::lnroe Poetry
award, ,will appear at BSU in the
Student Union Lookout Room at 8
p.rn.. He will also present his
poetry.at the Boise Gall~ry of Art,
Feb. 13 at 8 p.m.

Levine is now completing a
book of poetry to be published by
Atheneum in 1981, a book of
interviews for publication by the
University of Mchigan press, and
a volume of translations of the
contemporary
Spanish poet,
Gloria Fuertes.
Among his earlier published
volumes are, "On the Edge," "Not
This Pig," "Red DJst," "Pili's
1JI..a1l,"
"They Feed the Lion," and
"The Names of the Lost." In 1979
he also published a collection of

translations,
"Tarumba:
The
Selected
Poems
of Jaime
Sabines."
Also scheduled in the spring
readings in the second annual
Charles David Wight
Poetry
Series are children's fiction writer
Lois Lowry, April 22-23, and
fiction
writer-essayist
Tillie
Olson, April 28. '
The programs are funded by
grants and contibutions, and are
sponsored by the Boise Public
Readings Consortium.

YOl! COlILD ...

Get more from each tankful,
Ride BUS once or twice a week
and watch the savings grow.

OUIt\ DINNERSA~E WD~NEB\S
~

IDI\I
E
I~NS
_
i 905 Broadway'
1273 S. Orchard

Starring:.
Gene Wilder
Cleavon Little
, RichardP.ryor
...........
Ma d eI'Ine Kan,
h
:::::::::::::...
~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::::..
Harvey' kormon
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FOREIGN CAR
PARTS
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ACCUJOI"S

,ARTB Fon • AUOI • AuaM
Hwn
• I.M.W .• CAPRI
• DATSUN • RAT • UONDA • MmCED£S-8£H%
• MO • OPEL
• PUfTO • POItSCHI • TOVOTA • l1UUhVtt • VOlVO
• VOlKSWAGEN

I

student' .
Discounts Available

i p ttsinc ..
1576 GROVE
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE
HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON-FRt 8:30 AM
..

TILL NOON SATURDAY

338-0258
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This week the Talkies reviewers
sl.unk in to see The Fog, a horror
flick, . currently playing at the
lIIBnn Theaters.

Anthony Burt (.
c:reepyThlngs" genre that gave us
Adrienne
Barbeau-looking
hits like The Blob and Invasion of
worse for wear even before the
the Body Snatchers, although it is
inclement weather arrives-is as
not .qulte up to their, classls
competent as the rest of the cast
calibre. Fog has all the bad acting
in her director-husband's new
(particularly
on' the part of
film: they're mediocre. Except
Adrienne Barbeau), heros with
that Christians aredtscovered
to,
love interests, and grusome crit-'
be greedy, murdering folk like the "ters, needed for a good keep 'em
rest of, us, the plot of John
under their seats horror movie; but
carpenter's The Fog is silly 00-':> falls short of being really frightenyond proof, as it should in any
ing because the ghouls (who look
.self-respecting monster movie, on
just like the Orcs in the Lord of the
.the Dogie-Bogey .Irorn the Black
Rings, tvbvii:l) aren't allowed to
V\tIatzit. But you won't, need to
commet any wholesale atrocities.
wear your Pampers iNhen you see
For is good for a few thrills but it

=~~~=~~~=~
~

'I'

The Fog. Although carl Sandburg
claimed in his famous poem that
, fog came on pussycat feet, in
. Carpenter's inoHensiye and infra-'
quentlyscary film, it still does.

won't have you looking over your
shoulder after you leave th13
theater.

,fti\.

movie that creates an aura of fear
(or attempts to), the rnakers of
Halloween
bring you another
chiller-thriller, The Fog. I-bwever,
this John carpenter film about a
band of resurrected pirates who
terrorize a small Caltfomla coastal
community via their neon fog bank
lacks, some of the necessary
ingredients vital to a suspenseful
horror picture; namely, a tight plot
and unpredictability. The walking
dead can't make up their minds
concemlnq who they should snuff
out next. But it doesn't really
matter, because for all their

.
Year in, year out, if seems the
public appeal for horror flicks
neverflags.
And, realizing that
people will go to just about any

)
The Fog is straight out of the
"CaIifomia Town Gets Attacked by

Ing from their reactions, one
might think it was the scariest
movie since The Exorcist. W1i1e
one on my right was rocking back
and forth In a fetal position ("I.
atwavs
sit that _way during
movies," he says.) The other had
his hands covenns his eyes. And
you trust them to review your
rnovles?'.
. The Fog bears a strong resernblence to a number of movies, in
particular Jaws, including obnoxious music that attempts to
frighten the viewer more than the
movie Itself. Once again we find a
small coastal .own, this time in
Callfornia, whose existence is
threatened not by homocidal maniacs,killer cars, or tidal waves,
but by FOG and what the fog
brings: knock, knock, knock,
''Telegram.'' .
The acting is mediocre to poor;
Adrienne Barbeau disguishes her-:
self by playing a disc jockey with
the biggest mouth west of the
Mssissippl. Hal I-blbrook makes
his appearance as a priest who
partakes; and as for the others;
they will remain nameless. D3finltely not a movie worth admission or the drive.

aimless wandering (or is it drifting?), you know they're going to
get someone, regardless. Knock
knock, who's there?

I<arI Knapp (~),

Don Barclay (*

'

A Film Buy-lih

The T.alkies:

*. )

Barbara Jones (
This week I had the pleasure of
viewing The Fog with two other
reviewers (qu~_s Who?),'and judg-·

,

..

Let us make yours the
wedding of the year,

IpGI
United Artists
STAATS FRIDAY
Weekdays a17:3O & 9:30

~U~~I

Matinees Sal & Sun al
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 & 9:30

3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303

(formerly Tuesday'.

_.

THE

,',

MOTION

STARTS FRIDAY

MAfO<EESOUY_--

&mi.i CIN~i1A
~

HUm,mZA ~;

Shows at 1:15,3:00,
4:45, 6:30, 8:15 & 10:00

3111 State Street
Boise. Idaho 83703

X~95FM

PICTURE

Weekdays al 7:00 11< 9:30

I!§l>

IpGI

Matlnaes Sal &.Sun at
2:00, 4:30, 7:00 & 9:30

Child)

Stereo
Presents
8th; & FRONT STREET
THE
PEOPLE'S CHOICE
MIDN~GHT MOVIES

A CHOICE OF 2 DIFFERENT
MOVIES EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY NIGHT AT MIDNIGHT!
ALL SEATS $2.50

Your senses wDl neverbc

the same.

THIS
WEEK!

«
; . J\j;n-Margret Oliver Reed
Roger Daltrey

STARTS FRIDAY
WoakdllYSlll 0:00 & 10:00

Matln_S81&Sunal
2:00,4:00.6:00,6:00

IN
DVlliAMIC
,,

'
& 10:00

4-TRACK'
SlEREO!

_,~........ A's

brTYny

Elton John Eric C1apton

A's The Proball WlUJd.

IPGI~M~~""I

10000000Sardl_o\b.ma1~-I,Alord~1
PRESENTEDIN FULL
4-TRACKSURROUNDSTEREO

.;

·lWl1fITMW
Int-SQH~·ImWItS·mt·SAHt

;·~FN~n.
IfU

IpGI

Weeltdaysal7:3O

& 9:45_

MatlnllClSSal & Sunal
_.12:45,3:00.5:15.7:30

•

& 9:45

'

FOR THE FIRSTlltvE IN
70mm AND FULL
;
6-TRACKSURROUNDSTEREO

"JESUS,CHRIst

SUPERSTAR" .
AN EXPERIENCEIN
4 CHANNEL STEREO!

.wood;1ock
;

THE ORIGINAL-UNCUT!'

NOW
EXPERIENCE
IT IN FULL
DOLBY
STEREO

<>

2
Nights
." OnJyl
'Fri-dayand
Saturday
at·
MIDNIGHT
NEXTV\EEK

Feb.22nd·
and
Feb. 23rd
ONLY!

.

llJl

. 1m DOlled Artllltn

1

1M

DOLBY STEREO

Guess \Nho's

Back?
NATIGlNAIo

I

I

L

JLABllP~GNs

"'MI~1. lIeUftl

.......
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t doesn't have to
be that way. OWer's.
serenity is what superior
life insurance and life
insurance servlce is all
about .. , not just when it
'pays off. not just when you
own it, but also when you
buy it.
Whether
you are
in the marl~et for life
. insurance or not, it will pay
you to get acquainted
with a Northwestern
Mutual Agent .

~d

COMlNG:
Feb. 29th
and
Mar. 1st
COMING:
Mar. 7th
and
Mar. 8th

, Buyer's remorse is a
you can't offord. It
comes when you buy life
insurance that you don't
understand, for reasons
that are not clear to you
and in on amount thor-to
view of your needs for
money--doesn't
rnoke
sense.

dtseose

'''''''''''
ErlcClopton
NeliDlomond
BobDvlon
Jonl Mitchell
Nell Young
Emmylou Hams
, VOn Morrison

Peter Fonda
Dennis Hopper

ei&l

CALL: 377·0210,
Honl~Weothe'rby;e,U,D.;
Dan Froshler. Kermit
Jackson, Roy Rose,
College Agents ..
RobertF. Rice General Agency

Northwestern

Mutual:life~

Wednesday

Happy

Feb.i3

Valentines

Saturday Feb• .,6
Day

Arbiter Issue H21 on the stands,
"Spring Forcast Issue" ,
.
Women's basketball vs PSU,'GYM,
7pm
,Poot Philip Levine, Charles Devld
Wright. Poetry SIlrles, 8pm, Boise
Gallery of Art
JV basketball vs. Boise AAU. .6pm,
Gym

Thursday Feb. i 4
Valentine's Day, be careful, campers
Last day for 50 porcont fee refund,
4pm withdrawl deadline
Poet Philip. Levine, Charles David
Wright Poetry Series, 8pm, SUB
Lookovt Room

c'

ASB Film:
"Day of the Dolphin,"
8pm, Ballroom
.

.~unday Feb. 17
ASB Film:
"Day
8pm, Ballroom

Friday Feb. 15
!Jlst day to lIIe with departments for
. admission to candlcacy and gradua·
, tlon for masters degree and with
registrar for graduation
Reador's Theatre, 8pm, LA 106
ASB Film:
"Day of the Dolphin,"
8pm, Ballroom

Psychic Uri Gf!lIer, whose telekinetic demonstrations .have
been labeled authentic by leading world scientists, will
demonstrate his abilities at Boise State Feb. 20 at 8 p.m. .tn the
Student Union Building Ballroom.
Tickets for the Geller appearance, Which is sponsored by the
Assoc/atfJd Student Body at Boise State, will go on sale at the
StUdent tinton information booth Feb. 15. Prices will be $4 for
genera/admission; $2 for studerits.

of the Dolphin,"

Mon.dayF~b. i 8
Atlentlon ell cam~rs, Holiday, George
Washington's Birthday, BSU Closed,
.
no classes
Library Opon sam-scm
Bolso Phllhermonlc
Concort with
Oboist Harold Gomberg, Capital
High Auditorium
.

Tuesday Feb. 19
Women's, Bssketball [JV) vs CSI,
6:30pm, GYM
BBA Board of Directors Meeting
t tarn-zpm, Nez Perce, SUB
'
Boise Phllhermonlc Concort with oboist
Harold Gomberg,
Capital Htgh
Auditorium
"
Master Class with Harold Gomberg
Music Building,
'

W,ednesday Feb. 20
Jazz Festival, 8am-4pm, SPEC
Lecture,
Uri Geller,
8pm, SUB
Ballroom, leave your keys at home
Foreign Language colloqulm, John
Robertson, "L1chel de Montalgne,"
4pm, Teton Room, SUB
Arbiter Issue H22 on the stands

MENI
.

WOMEN I
JOBSI.

CRUISESHIPSf/SAILING
eXPEDI.
TIONS/SAIL.INa CAMPS. No oxperl;
1lIlCO.
Good Pay: summer. Career.
. ~ATIONWIDE'
WORLDWIDEI
Send
.95 lor"APPLICATIONIINFO/REFERRALSto CRUISEWORLD 6 BOX
60129, sacramento, CA 95860
You don't nead to ue poor while you are
In llChool:'Earn subStantiailnoome with
part-time work.
Excellent training,
flexible hours.
3 credit houns. are
possible,. ,For more .fnlormatlon 'call
377-()210 and talk to Hank Weatherby
or Bob, Rice at Northwestern Mutual
L11e..

OVERSEAS
JOBS-Summer
I year
round, Europe, S. America, Australia,
Asia, Etc:' All fields, $500 _ $1,200
monthly. Expenses paid. Sightsealng.
Free Info • Write:
IJC Box 52·57
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
CamoUonSale- Thun;day, Feb. 14. All
'dl
the SUB Sponsored by Order 01
D~~~
'.
.
.
for salo

i

UA-In last weeks article about $2
theater tickets for students it was
stated that the tickets were good
any day of the week, this was'
incorrect as the tickets are not
good for Friday and Saturday
showings.
The tickets, which
must be purchased at the SUB
information
booth
from
7am-4:3OpmMm-Fri, are good for
any other day or time, at any Plitt
theater in the area.

(L.

"
.
LOS -Does the Bible teach pre-existanco? Call 376-5885, 24 hours dally.

Leaving forlisn
DIOlJO Feb. 17th &.
19th. RI(1eslon, 2, 3,? persons 17th.
. Will make frequent r(>!ltiltops. 19th will
make over night stop In Ely, Nevada.
1, 2, 3, drivers; bU1'not absolutely·
necessary.
Luggage 'no problem.
Phone 376-9344. 1 dog going along.
. Lci:ltand Foun;d .

LEARN TO FLY
Most Reasonable Rates In Boise Area
Call 336-4049 After 5 pm.

Inlo-boo!h lost.and lound
LOllt
'.
2 keys on copper Anacond leaf key
cheln, man's gold IN/blue saphlre ring·
reward, 2. brown ladles wallets, eye
glasses· beige Irames In a yellow case; ,
maroon clutch purse (In SCience Bldg.),
men'.s blllfoid with checkbook" ladles
. .,......Istwatchwlth,\"hlte .band, maroOn

Old coin from coin collection. Owner
may have by Identifying. Call 385-3381
belore 9:30 a.m. .
'
,

.'. - ....
"

",

:.-~

EARTH CATALOG

HI, I shatl ramaln nameless, o~ I'm
writing Ihls column In lieu [goo,'1 love
011that legel dO\lbllltolk) of the usual
writer, of this column, who profons to
ramoln faceless. Really, not a bod Job
at all, except I got bothorod· by this
slx·footofllx furry critter who Illlllsts lin
. ilolng called MlalGr. I try 10be Irlondly,
I say, HI .. I think I saw your fllCO on a
shoo polish can, but !Ill only grumbles
and mutters things - abOut IllI .l4nd·
locltod whales. Se' BIIy, aoz I, you don"
like ldaho"you can gO beck to C8l11omla ' ,

w

Quosn 'slze WIlter bOO:.Mattross,
trame, heater, and two sets of sheets
$125.00, Pachlnko (Japanese Pinball)
Machine $65.00. 345-6855.

Red lind black volvGt Medllorrsnean
stylo . couch.
Used, bU1 In good
condltlon$55.oo. Older stYle.couch In
good condition. Good buyl $25.00.
Call 33&8042."

R vtsl n

THE WHALE

Classified
r------':"
...-----,-:::':':':~:_::_~_;;~::_:;~=::_:~:':".,----~--:-..;, .....----..,r-....
~~----JO~I
LAKETAHOECALIFORNIAI
Little expo Fantastic Tlpal. Payl.
$16OO'$31lOOsummer.
Thousands
needed.
Casino's,
Restaurants,
Ranches, CrulllOrB, Raltlng, eta. Send
$4.95 for Appllcantlonal Infol Referrals.
LAKEWORLD 6 Box 60129, Saeto, CA
95860. .
.

Ticket

.....
-~--J .

with all the other fl'llllk8 and hillfllD
pinko fags and Ilx footslx furry critters.
Havo Y(!Ur whalllS thern; hllo hllo•.
Found
" Courso, I havo nothing ,ogoInst
whalflll, of my bolt 'rlonda aro
Key ring In parking lot west 01 carnpuSWhales.
Out I ,wouldn't want.my Bister
school, blue leather key ring w/2 keys,
,to marry ono.:
. ' ' ,'.
.
2 Ford keys on plain ring, 1 red key,'1'
Dolphins ara I1lIlIter. ,'. DoIphlllll get
gold key, 1.0. tag - Murty, pictures
m!oosBtnsppad to their hoods and blow
w/Curtls Cooley's narne,on them bank
battleships to sniithoroollll'
(woops
book -·Davld Crist, 'Drlver'sllcenee
~ '.
glvlngowaytheplOIOlthoneXt'mevlel:
Charles Meyer, BSU t.D. card "John
. Old you know tho Word ·... doIphin ..
Wlloox, Sol:laI. Security card' -James
cppIled to B08mammals Is a misnomer?

vest - down. -

EI{lln, Checkbook - ~ralg Goodwin,
white neck IlCllI'I, blue' neck IlCllI'l 2
pairs brown leathglr gloves, one brown
IQather mltlen. blue knit gloves, ,beige;
knit mittens, rust 'glove, 2-tone blue
.mltlen,
tan print gloves, black beaded
'. glove, noiebook, brown ,binder, spiral
notebook, black fOldEl(, testbook ··The
Study 01 Amerlcan Folklore, pocketbook - sugar glues,cllp
board - Kim
Wall,
textbool.s
• The Epic 01"
Gllgamesh; ~Ir Gawain, BiOlogy man·
,ualH.W.,Belknap,.
Math .Io[·lIIe
sciences. See InforMation booth In the
. SU~ for; more inlormatlon;'

...'

.,

,".".---,

' ThodolphlnluctuallyablgJlah,eboul
tho size end consistency of a porpolllO,
but really a fish? Pooplo 'don't know'
that. Tho mammal Is really a porpollO •
But getting back to the movie, the
flnlt five lucky onas to tell'cathy at the
.Arbltllf" olflco [2nd floor SUB) What
. plankton oro end why thoy are 10
Important to Ilia mammals eecll win
I}VO. fl'llll psSSllS to this, w_and's.'
on-<:l1mpusmovie, Dilyol the Dolphin.
The next live eecll get ,frGe mllm to
strap'on
tholr heads and blow the
5eiIlCtlV8 service olfleo to smlthorCllf\ll. '
,No; '!C1. not really;
.
•
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TA UI10'S,'
GR U
BEEF'

1040

079

BURRIT.l
BE HEESE

029

1009'

BURRIT
UES IL S

oS9

069

HRD SHELL TA
1 'STADA

ITH BE NS
IT
i 51

R U

BEEF

CHEESE
ENCHILADA 1045"
ME)(ICAN SA D 1035

re or rn

COR'

019

CHIPS
',AN O~~EESE1024

RR~NG
ESTIC BEERS

IMP

"Your tickets for Great Mexican food"

o
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,GOODAT ALL THREE BO!SE LOCATIONS THRW
SUNDAY FEB. ,17
..
'

D

,11N.Orc:hard.·1120

I}l

1Al',

~

I

m

..SOFT

I:

' ..~t

DRINK'
. - . . with purchase of . ~ ;
a Mexican Salada

tl

GOOD AT ALL THREE BOISELOCATIONSTHRU
SUNDAY FEB. 17

~

~

111\1.Orchard. 1120 Broadway 1201 Vista

~
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~~------~-~-~-~~~~~
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Broadway 12~1 Vi.sta

ONE PER CUSTOMER PLEASE.'

.JI

I

ONE PER CUSTOMER Pl.;EASE

I
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